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B & G Combats Weather
No, the chapel is not on fire, just an old heating system letting off
steam.
by Fred Schwartz
In light of the recent series of
snow and ice storms, the Trinity
community has become acutely
aware of snow related problems,
especially the problem of snow
removal. Riel Crandall, director of
Buildings and Grounds, called the'^
situation "grim," but was confi-
dent that within a week the
problem would be under control.
According to Crandall, the past
three storms were the worst to hit
Hartford in the last SVJ years.
While the snow accumulation was
bad, it was manageable. The real
culprit was the freezing rain which
made snow removal extremely
difficult, if not impossible.
Strong Sense of Obligation
Many students may have won-
dered why the college was not
closed a week from last Friday.
Even though most of the city was in
a shambles and many area colleges
were closed, it is college policy to
stay open. Last Friday over 50% of
the scheduled classes were held
according^ to Vice President Tom
Smith.
He feels that Trinity employees
showed a "strong sense of obliga-
tion" in coming to work, and thus
prevented Trinity's essential ser-
vices from being shut down. The
following are just a few examples of
this "strong sense of obligation."
To get to Trinity on Friday, Smith
said that professors and adminis-
trators walked, skiied, and took
buses.
One professor, Smith reported,
walked over four miles to teach a
seminar. Jeff Wilson, head of Saga
food service, drove around town
buying food when the food could
not be delivered due to the.
hazardous driving conditions. The
entire ground crew, consisting of
eleven men, braved the storm in
getting here that Friday.
Ground Crew Evaluated
How good a job did the ground
crew do in snow removal? Smith
feels that B&G did a "superb" job
considering their limited resources,
including the size of the ground
crew and machinery. Student opin-
ion varied.
The chief complaint received by
B&G was the problem of cars
becoming blocked by walls of
plowed snow and drifts. <
According to Smith, the parking
situation is always a problem in
heavy snowstorms. He believes
that the snow removal process
would be facilitated if people would
properly equip their cars so they
can move in and out of the snow.
"Good snow tires, chains and a
shove] are all helpful in this
Chapel, Quad Mysteries Explained
by Alan Levine
Despite beliefs to the contrary,
the chapel is not on fire and the
shrubbery near the chapel did not
mysteriously disappear. The hissing
and smoke emanating from the
chapel are due to an old heating
system. The removal of the shrubs
was intentional, to add to the
beauty of the Quad.
Reverend Alan Tull explained
that the smoke and hissing sounds
many are hearing around the
chapel are caused by the building's
outdated heating system, which is
as old as the building itself.
Without, these special effects, the
pipes would probably freeze. Tull
laughingly said that some people
actually do think that the chapel is
on fire.
Vice President Thomas Smith
explained that the shrubbery near
the chapel and Williams Memorial
were purposely removed. The
architectural firm that is re-
landscaping the Quad, Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill, recommended
that the area beyond the arch
leading on to the Quad be left
open, giving the pedestrian a free
choice of where to walk.
In addition to this, he said, the
ilex shrubs which lined the walk,
were unsightly and not adaptable
to Hartford's climate. Smith added
FAMOUS ALUMS RETURN
SEEPAGE2
that some of the bushes died each
winter. Unfortunately, due to the
tangling of roots, their large size
and other problems, none of the
uprooted bushes were replanted.
Smith called the move a
"visually desirable" one and added
that there has been a mixed
reaction. Some people like the
effect, while others don't; some
feel a lower hedge should be
planted as a replacement. One
student could not figure out what
had changed. For now, Smith
indicated that the ground will just
be resodded.
Other changes are in store for
the Quad, some occurring this
spring and others planned for the
future. Thirty ash trees will be
planted in the center of the Quad
this spring. It had been hoped that
this would have been done during
Christmas vacation, but weather
conditions in Illinois, from where
the trees originate, prevented this.
Smith said that money is still being
raised to pay for the trees that will
be planted along the Long Walk.
The trees to be planted around
the statue of Bishop Brownell will
be five to six inches in diameter
and 25 to 30 feet tall and, according
to Smith, should have a visual
impact as soon as they begin to
leaf. Other trees to be planted will
be only three inches in diameter
and twenty feet high.
Sometime in the future, the
Long Walk will be widened five to
six feet. Partly due to expense, the
task is not being undertaken now.
The architects have recommended
that the walk be made of granite,
but Smith said other alternatives
are being explored. One con-
sideration is that the Walk has to
support the weight of vehicles that
ride on it.
Also in the future, Smith hopes
to find some shrubbery which is
lower and denser to line the
buildings along the Walk. He
would like to remove the wire
fencing which currently stands and
wants to add ballards and benches
if it is feasible. Definite plans have
not been made regarding these
changes. Nevertheless, Smith feels,
"We're on our way to a very worthy
restoration."
respect. Trinity College is located
in New England and people should
act accordingly," said Smith.
Because of immobile cars it was
impossible to clear several parking
areas. A few cars are still stuck.
Smith emphasized that being pro-
perly equipped for a snowstorm is
the responsibility of everyone, not
only students, but also professors,
administrators and the neighbor-
hood in general. In the future,
Smith recommended that if lots are
not clear, students remove their
cars as soon as possible and find
cleared areas, to allow the lot to be
properly plowed.
In a letter in last week's Tripod,
Dave Duncan 79 and Friend '79
expressed their "displeasure with
the methods employed by B&G in
its snow removal operation." Dun-
can objected to the plow drivers
refusal to help him dislodge his car
and to what he saw as their
"ineffective and wasteful pur-
suits." :••
In response to Duncan's letter,
Riel Crandall maintains that driv-
ers are not responsible to help
people. In a job of this magnitude,
the crew must stick to its assigned
job. It is impossible to help
everybody and get the job done a
the same time.
The plow.driver's language may •
have been unfriendly, but "if you
had spent all night fighting a
snowstorm, driving a tractor, you
would have felt the same way."
Crandall says when students get up
in the morning, they should realize
that the ground crew has been
working since the early morning
hours.
According to Crandall, the
ground crew has been working an
average of 12 to 16 hours a day
since the first big snowstorm in an
cont. on p. 4
Grades Pose Perennial Problems
by Robert Levy
This is the first of a 2-part
series.
Grades, that great American
institution, have been the subject
of experiment in colleges acros the
country. Some schools (such as
Bowdoin and WPI) have chosen to
grade students using a system
based on high pass, pass, and low
pass. Other schools, (including
MIT) have decided to abolish
freshman grades altogether.
In designing these alternate
grading systems, the colleges had
several objectives in mind: they
wanted to relieve the pressure on
students to achieve good grades;
they also wanted to emphasize
learning and de-emphasize concern
over grades.
In addition, these colleges
recognized problems that are in-
herent in the traditional marking
system. As any student knows, the
grade he receives in a course does
not always show his grasp of the
material or the amount of work he
has put in.
It certainly is possible that luck,
cheating, and a professor's person-
nal feelings toward a student can
enter into that student's grade.
Another problem is grade inflation:
receiving, say, a B for doing C
work.
Trinity, of course, maintains the
traditional grading system. In the
late sixties, a joint student-faculty
group was set up to study alternate
marking systems. That group's
major proposal was to eliminate
letter grades and to replace them
with an essay — written by the
professor — on a student's pro-
gress. Faculty support for this plan
was miniscule.
What Trinity does have that is
different from most colleges is a
twelve-point grading system
(where an A + is twelve points, an
A is eleven points and so on) rather
than the usual 4-point system. In a
Tripod interview, Dean Ronald
spencer, dean of studies, who has
taught under both systems, stated
that he vastly prefers Trinity's
system over the 4-point system.
Spencer reasoned that if stu-
dent #1 receives a B-, and student
#2 a B+, then under the 4-point
system, they would both would
receive a 3.0 on their records; and
quite clearly, student #2's average
should be higher.
Obviously some courses at Trinity,
or at any school, will be more
difficult than others, but establish-
ing a weighting system where the
harder courses would carry ore
credit, has problems of its own.
First of all, all students are not the
same — what is difficult for one
might be easier for another.
Secondly, deciding just how much
credit to give depending on a
course's difficulty would be an
impossible chore.
When Trinity students attend
one of the colleges in the 12-colege
exchange for a semester, how do
their grades there compare with
their grades here? Dean Robbins
Winslow commented that the
grades stayed pretty much the
same, with one exception: "Trinity
students going to Wellesley did
cont. on page 4
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Journalists to Discuss Carter
byBIUAdler
A group of prominent journal-
ists will assess "The Carter
Administration's First Year" at a
panel discussion in the Goodwin
Theater of the Austin Arts Center
on Thursday, February 2 at 4:00
p.m. The event is free and the
public is invited to attend.
The panelists will include:
George F. Will, Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning syndicated columnist and
television commentator; Richard E.
Mooney, executive editor and vice
president of "The Hartford Cour-
ant"; Peter T, Kilborn, a senior
editor of "Newsweek"; Curtis B.
Suplee, assistant editor of "Book
World," The Sunday literary re-
view of "The Washington Post";
and William Kirtz, assistant pro-
fessor of journalism at Northeast-
ern University.
Will, a 1962 Trinity graduate,
studied at Oxford and received his
doctorate in political science from
Princeton. He then moved to
Washington to become the chief
administrative assistant to Repub-
lican Senator Gordon Allot for
nearly two years. His nationally
syndicated column in the Wash-
ington Post appears twice a week.
He writes biweekly for "News-
week" and appears regularly on
the television show, "Agronsky
and Company."
Will, also the former editor for
the conservative "National Review,
won the Pulitzer Prize for commen-
tary in 1977. The Pulitzer award
committee described his work as
"The freshest political analysis to
appear in years. "Will will also
deliver a lecture, "Washington
Journalism: The Problem Isn't
Bias" at 8:15 that evening in the
Washington room.
Mooney, a 1947 Yale graduate,
was a Nieman Fellow at Harvard in
1955-56. From 1948 to 1956, he was
employed by United Press Interna-
tional. In 1957, he joined the staff
of "The New York Times." There,
he served in various capacities
including European economics cor-
respondent, deputy froeign editor,
and assistant financial editor.
Mooney joined the staff of "The
Hartford Courant" in September,
1976.
Kilborn graduated from Trinity
in 1961 and received a degree in
journalism from Columbia Univer-
sity. He was Los Angeles' bureau
chief for "Business Week" from
1971 to 1974, and then joined the
staff of '"The New York Times."
There, he was a Wall Street
reporter, a corporate investigative
' reporter, and a London correspon-
dent. Kilborn joined "News-
week"as senior editor in 1977.
Suplee graduated from Trinity
in 1966 and received his Masters
degree in English from the Uni-
versity of Minnesota. His career as
a free-lange writer was followed by
his service to the late Hubert
Humphrey as a speech writer. He
then became managing editor of
"Potomac" in 1977 and recently
acquired the position of assistant
editor of "Book World."
Kirtz received his Trinity de-
gree in 1961 and a journalism
degree from Columbia University a
Rearing Analyzed
by Tucker EUtnghaus
Tuesday, January 24, the
eleventh lecture of Trinity's
Horizons Program was given.
Professor E,ugene Leach of the
American Studies Department
spoke upon the subject, "Making
Americans: Middle-Class Child
Rearing From Puritanism to
Permissiveness,"
This new, unsettled study does
not attempt to find generalizations
for the American character: "All
Americans are materialisitc", for
example. Instead, it seeks to find
social, economic, and industrial
trends in the United States' past
regarding child rearing methods.
To begin, Leach explained that
colonial Puritans were a literate,
introspective people; yet they
wrote little about child rearing. In
their world oi scarcity and high
infant mortality, children were
raised quickly, and strictly to adult
standards.
The industrial revolution and
the later onset of Republican ideals
revolutionized the family structure.
Independence- and individual
achievement were valued as the
father often withdrew from the
family to earn money, leaving the
woman to manage the household.
Children became freer; parents
lost confidence in their old,
traditional methods of child care.
Child rearing manuals appeared
for the first time. Julia Child's
method reflects the new
matriarchal home as women were
viewed as the weaker sex.
Early twentieth century
brought rigid scheduling as a
rearing method: Authorities taught
parents not to play with or coddle
their children. Objectivity was the
goal in order to raise children to
success in the cold, urban business
world.
Mid-century ushered in
abundance for the middle, class.
Leisure't ime became a new
pleasure as reflected in Dr. Spock's
manuels of permissiveness.
Today's society is losing faith in
Spock:1 There exists a confusion
between permissiveness and
strictness. Forty percent of all
children come from single parent
homes, while two-thirds of two
parent families have both parents
employed outside the home. The
modern family situation will cause
changes in society instead of family
structure reflecting society's
change.
year later. For threej'ears, he was
editor and publisher of "The
Marblehead [Mass.] Messenger."
He joined the faculty of North-
eastern University in 1973. Kirtz
does free-lance writing for a
number of newspapers, including
"The Christian Science Monitor"
and "The Boston Globe."
While at Trinity, both Kilborn
and Will were editors-in-chief of
The Tripod. Kirtz served as
managing editor under Kilborn in
1960 and 1961.
This discussion will be Will's
third speaking engagement at
Trinity since his graduation. Fol-
lowing the Congressional election
of 1970, Will was part of a panel
which debated the meaning and
implications of the new adminis-
tration, and in 1975, he was the
speaker at the College's annual
Business, Industry and Govern-
ment dinner.
CPTV camenu are shooting on location this week at the College for
a WNET production of "Uncommon Women and Others," by
Wendy Wasserstein. Some students will be included as extras.
photo by Scott M, LsmH
SGA Plans For Spring
by Barbara Grossman
As two important decisions
made last week demonstrate, SGA
is continuing to work to lessen its
isolation from the student body. At
a late-night meeting last Wed-
nesday, the government named
Gail Doyle 78, who is not a
member of SGA, editor of -the
course commentary booklet.
SGA also voted to work with
SGPB in organizing a dance
marathon to raise money for the
Muscular Dystrophy Associatioi .
The government's hope is that the
entire Trinity community will help
in organizing, and dancing at, the
event.
Ms. Doyle volunteered her
services to' SGA because, she said,
she is acutely aware of student
frustration with the course com-
mentary, which is often published
late. She hopes to involve students
outside of government in
publishing the commentary.
The job of editor is generally
regarded as one of the most
burdensome in student govern-
ment, and SGA members gladly
welcomed the offer of help.
President Seth Price and Vice-
President Tami Voudouris
reminded members that, while
student participation is desirable,
the commentary remains the
responsibility of SGA. They
promised Ms. Doyle SGA
assistance.
The proposed dance marathon
for Muscular Dystrophy will be, in
the words of President Price, "the
most important thing we 'SGA' do
this year, after the re-organization
of student government."
Last fall, the Student Govern-
ment Planning Board was ap-
proached by representatives of the
Muscular Dystrophy Association to
run a fund-raising event for the
Association. SGPB was en-
thusiastic, but realized that they
didn't have enough man-power to
do the job successfully. They
approached SGA, which voted .last
week to work with the Planning
Board on the project.
Sam Rogers '81, chairman of
SGPB's Special Activities Com-
mittee, will be in charge of the
event.
As currently planned, the 48-
hour marathon will be held on the
weekend of April 7-9. Couples wil
be asked to find sponsors who wil
pledge them a certain amount ol
money for each hour they dance.
Because Trinity students will be
running the marathon, and because
the school is so small, the entire
Greater Hartford community vU)
be invited to come to dance, md!
ensure the event's success. j
Bryan Hager '81, and Nancy
McCulloch '81, will head the
Spring Elections Committee.
Elections will be held in early
February to replace SGA members
who have resigned or are away on
exchange. ,
Calendar for '78- 79 Released
Randolph M. Lee, Secretary of
the Curriculum Committee, has
released the academic calendar
and schedule of deadlines for the
1978-1979 year. Prominent features
of the new calendar include a week
long Open Period for the Christmas
term and a later date for final
examinations during that semester.
Exams will continue to be given
before Christmas vacation.
For the Christmas term, fresh-
men will arrive on Wednesday,
August 30. Registration occurs
September 2-3, and classes begin
on the 4th. Midterms will occur on
October 18. After a pre-registration
for Trinity Term on November 16-
17, the traditional Thanksgiving
break will begin after classes on
November 22. Classes will resume
on November 27.
The Christmas term will last
longer than in previous years.
Reading days are December 13-15
and final examination will be held
December 16-22. Residence halls
close on December 23, just two
days before Christmas.
Open Period will extend from
October 23 through 27. The
Curriculum Committee increased
the length and reiterated the
original statement of intent from
1969 regarding Open Period. "...It
is intended that these periods be
viewed and used by both faculty
and students as occasions for relief
from the pressures of schedule and
routine to catch up on and get
ahead with academic work, and to
work on projects requiring blocks
of time not provided during periods
in which classes are meeting."
Residence halls reopen for the
Trinity Term on Sunday, January
14. Undergraduate and graduate
classes will begin on January 17.
The Trinity Term Open Period
remains a week long, February 12-
16 and midterms are March 9.
After the last class on March 16,
Spring Vacation commences and
will last until April 2.
Both undergraduate and
graduate classes end on May 8 .
may be
accepted 1
CLML\ SC-5
Final examinations on May l^2j
follow two reading days, to •>
mencement exercises for the uas; i
of '79, at the end of the college |
156th academic year, will be heW)
on May 27. \
WRTC
Closeup
As part of a continuing effort W
present public interest ne
programs to the general j r f g
WRTC-FM 89.3 instituted a we«y
series, aired Thursdays at 4:JU p- •
H A R T F O R D C LOSBU£
presents m s m d i j e a ^
discussing topics
concern.
To allow B
participation, » A
QLOSEUP also features
"telephone-talk" fonnat-*h^
Usteners dialing 522-9229 can ;
ask the in-studio guest a qw
or share their views on the topi ,
discussion.
 (ureS
This week's segment fes'
Connecticut Public, I * '
Research Group (ConnPlKG)*}
organizer Jim Scarpa. As an ^ .
member of the Bot1
Coalition, Jim will be a» _
the importance of .nstiMtJg
Bottle Bill in Connecticut as r ,-
posed to ,a litter I"*--
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Upward Bound Gives Kids A Lift
by Alan Levine
The Upward Bound program is
thriving at Trinity. However, few
people on campus are aware of the
purpose, let alone the existence of
this program, and are not aware of
the link which Upward Bound
forms between Trinity and the
young people of the Hartford
Community.
Upward Bound is a federally
funded program, sponsored by the
United States Office of Education.
Its purpose is to enroll high school
students in post-secondary in-
stitutions, specifically colleges.
Trinity's program is one of three in
Connecticut.
There are two full-time staff
members here: Bill Guzman, the
program's director, and Tiane
Mitchell, a counselor. In addition,
the program employs volunteer
workers - Trinity students as tutors
and teachers from the Hartford
school system.
There are winter and summer
phases to the program. During the
winter phase, the high school
students meet once a week in Life
SGA Offices Open
The Student Government
Association will conduct elections
for Budget Committee, College
Affairs Committee, and S.G A., on
Wednesday and Thursday,
February 8 and 9, in the lobby
outside Mather Dining Hall.
Nominating petitions are due
Friday, February 3, at 6:0Op.m, at
the petition box stationed at the
front desk.
To appear on the ballot, a
nominating petition must be
submitted. The petition must
contain the petitioner's name,
class, box number, phone, and the
position applied for. Each petition
must contain fifteen signatures of
fifteen full-time undergraduate
students now enrolled at Trinity.
A separate petition must be
submitted for each position applied
for. All individuals' signatures may
appear on more than one petition
for the same office, and may ap-
pear on one candidate's petitions
for a series of offices.
As stated above, all petitions
are due Friday, February 3 by 6s00
pan.
, Candidates are also encouraged
to submit statements of riot more
than 100 words to the Tripod by
Saturday, February 4, 12:00 noon.
Statements should be typed,
double-spaced, and the total words
counted and written on top of the
statement.
. [Student Government Assoc-
iation]: (3 positions) The
S.GA. is the general student
representative body. It concerns
itself with all isues relating to
student life. It sets Budget
Committee and SGPB policy and
acts as a review board for all
Budget Committee and SGBP
decisions.
Budget Committee: [4 positions
open]. The budget Committee is
the student finance committee,
responsible for coordinating
student activities, allocating the
student activities fund, and ap-
proving student organization
checks. All decisions made by the
Budget Committee are sjubject to
review by the SGA.
College Affairs Committee:
(one position open). The College
Affairs Committee makes
recommendations aimed at im-
proving all areas of student life,
creates programs to facilitate
improved faculty-student relations,
and acts as a student grievance i
committee on matters pertaining to
student affairs and residential life.
Specific items that the com-
mittee has dealt with in the past
include the use of Mather Hall,
operation of the bookstore, and
dispensation of the parking
violations fund.
Science Center for math and
English classes. The summer phase
involves the students living on
campus (in Elton and Jones) for six
weeks and having a full schedule -
academics in the morning and
recreational, cultural and athletic
activities through the rest of the
day. The student who enters the
program makes a three and a half
year commitment. It lasts through
his/ her high school years and the
summer before college.
To take part in the program,
students must meet two criteria:
academic and economic. The
economic guideline is a purely
subjective one established by the
government. The applicant must be
a member of a family which earns
no more than $ 1000 per person or
be on state welfare assistance. The
academic aspect is much more
objective. A committee must
decide if the student has the
academic potential to be able to
handle a post-secondary
education.
Guzman points out that,
because the program is aimed at
economically disadvantaged
people, it usually coincides with
minority students. The number of
students participating, currently
84, is supposed to be proportional
to the racial make-up of Hartford.
However, he points out that the
percentage of whites is below the
percentage of white residents in
Hartford. Sixty percent of the
participants are black, while 30%
are Hispanic and 102 are white.
Counseling is an important part
of Upward Bound. Guzman points
out that they have more contact
with the students than their regular
high school counselors. There is a
great deal of one-to-one coun-
seling. When the students become
high school seniors, counseling
includes help on filling out college
and financial aid applications as
well as college board preparatory
courses. Sophomores and juniors
also receive both academic and
personal counseling.
Tiane Mitchell spends her
mornings three days each week
with the seniors. Oh Tuesdays and
Thursdays, she has afternoon
sessions with sophomores and
juniors. Mitchell, a '77 graduate of
Wesleyan, has worked for Upward
Bound during two summers and is
now in her third month at Trinity,
shares planning and coordinating
responsibilities with Guzman.
Guzman explained that the
placement rate for Upward Bound
"graduates" is 80-85%; way above
the number of seniors nationally
who move on to college. However,
the problem, he says, is not
acceptance to college, but the
students' ability to stay there.
"If they make it beyond the first
year, they're in good shape." Most
students go to school out-of-state,
largely because. they wish to get
away from Hartford. Despite
Upward Bound's presence at
Trinity, no student has ever
enrolled at Trinity.
Each summer Upward Bound
employs approximately ten Trinity
students as tutors and counselors to
the high schoolers spending their
summers here. This job, Guzman
says, is a large responsibility so he
and the committee that chooses the
tutdrs make careful decisions.
Mostly, the tutors are minority
students, so they have a similar
background to the people they are
working with.
Ivan Backer, Director of
Graduate Studies and Community
Education, is the link between the
program and the college. Five
years ago, he wrote the original
proposal for the program, and
submitted it to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Guzman is responsible to Backer.
Backer has witnessed an
evolutionary process in the way
Trinity has acted toward Upward
Bound. Today there is less of a
reluctance to take part and help
than there was before.
Backer has two goals for the
program. First, he would like to see
its top students be admitted to
Trinity. Second, he wants more
involvement on the part of parents
and the community. He wants to
see it improve because "this
program really helps kids."
Students Learn Personal Safety
by Diane Hunkeler
The assaults and robberies
which occurred on campus last
semester and over the vacation
have made the students and ad-
ministratidh more aware of the
need for counseling on security.
Female students are especially
concerned with problems of getting
around the campus at night. Last
Wednesday night at the All
Campus Security Meeting, con-
sultants from the city of Hartford
and the College discussed Trinity's
security system, the ways in which
the Hartford police handle victims
of sexual assaults, the reasons
behind sexual attacks, and how
women should respond to an
assault.
The first speaker was Earl
Moffat, Trinity's assistant director
of security. Mr. Moffat announced
that "the first concern of the
twenty security guards is with the
student's safety and'care." Later,
when questioned about the
adequacy of lighting on Vernon
Women Deal With Assault
isle"'1
by Linda Scott
On February 2, the Women's
Center will begin a program of
weekly lunchtime discussion
sessions. There will be four sessions
held, each revolving around the
topic of sexual assault.
The topic of sexual assault was
chosen to serve as a form of follow-
UP on last week's all-campus
security meeting. .
The purpose of this program is
° Provide something stimulating
lor the women of Trinity's staff,
*toch
 WoUid generate further'd
«cussion. Each session will begin
*'th a brief presentation, perhaps a
"
m o r
 speaker, followed by
a
'scussions with members of the
audience.
The topics will emphasize social
Problems that women have and will
^pefullv provide for" lively,
controversial discussion.
The concept of this lunchtime
scussion series originated last
°
V
.
ember
 at an Open House for
others with different topics. Each
session will be held from 12:30 to
1:30 in Alumni Lounge.
The programs include a film,
"No Lies," and a speaker from the
Hartford Rape Crisis Center on
Feb. 2, a speaker from Neigh-
borhood Women Against Rape on
Feb. 9, a self-defense demon-
stration on Feb. 23, and a speaker
from CWEALF discussing sexual
assault on March 2.
and Crescent Streets, near the life
Science Center, and the Chapel,
Moffat admitted that the lower
walkway from the Library to
Vernon St. is the most dangerous
area on campus and advises
students not -to take that route
alone.
Mildred Wurtz of the Hartford
Police Department was the next to
speak. She gave statistics of the
number of sexual assaults and
clearance rates in Hartford during
the last few years.
She explained how the police
are trained to treat sexual assault
victims. She also stressed the
importance of obtaining accurate
descriptions of the attacker, and of
what happened for the best
chances of capture.
Next, Rosanne Bilodeau from
the Rape Crisis Center termed
rape as a "violent aggressive act
using sex as the weapon." She
believes that sexual assaults stem
from "the motivation to control
another weaker being in a society
that pays homage to violence and
sexism."
Ms. Bilodeaij also believes that
"women have been trained to be
victims, to be afraid, and play a
passive role all our Eves." She
stressed that women can overcome
this vulnerability by learning quick
assertive responses in self-def jnse
training.
Two of Trinity's female security
guards demonstrated some basic
self-defense techniques. They felt
that small women were not
necessarily at a disadvantage; that
a man bending down is more
photo by Amy j Panel discusses safety precautions.
vulnerable many times.
The guards stressed the im-
portance of using a "quick,ffirceful
response and not worrying about
whether you are hurting your
assailant." They also, advised
threading keys through your
fingers to add to your punch when
walking alone in dark places, or
even just from your car to your
door.
The guards pointed out that,
while screaming may not save you,
it makes your adrenaline run and
tightens the stomach muscles,
making you more powerful. Self-
defense classes were recommended
to give women more confidence
and a less vulnerable appearance.
After the panelists finished
speaking, students questioned and
criticized Trinity's security
facilities. Poor lighting and not
enough security guards were the
major complaints. Dean Winer
advised everyone to always keep
the combination doors locked and
to report unusual happenings. He
also demonstrated a new device
which emits a high pitched
"scream" when pressed.
However, fear of their misuse
raises questions about the shrill
alarm's effectiveness. Students who
missed this first meeting and are
interested in learning more about
self-defense, should attend the
follow-up meetings at the W omens
Center Thursdays at 12:30 p.m. in
the Alumni Lounge. *
Ivy Photos
"The East Is Red"
Plans for the 1978 Ivy involve a
new approach to yearbook design.
A regional representative from one
of the nation's leading publishing
companies hailed the concept as
fresh and innovative. Using the
format of a turn-of-the-«entury
photo album, a heavy emphasis is
placed upon the spontaneity of the
photographic image, "the capture
of the decisive moment." In order
to develop this project, we ask
students to send black and white
informal photos of themselves and
friends ingeniously posed on the
Trinity campus. The Ivy
photography staff is reasonably
available to students upon request,
Please contact Letitia Erler at P.O.
Box 946.1 We also encourage
submission of short prose and
poetry pertaining to your Trinity
College experiences.
"The East is Red," a film from
the People's Republic of China,
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. on
February 1st in McCook
Auditorium. Sponsored by the
U.S.-China People's Friendship
Association, "The East is Red"
presents the history of the Chinese
revolution as seen by the Chinese
themselves. The film uses many of
the forms of the Chinese theater
along with songs of the revolution,
lyrics from Mao's poetry, and
popular folk tunes and dances.
"The East is Red" is in six
episodes, each one portraying a
revolution. Starting with im-
perialism and revolution in (he
early twentieth century, and
progressing through the emergence
of Mao and the Chinese Com-
munist Party, the film describes the
development of peasant revolution.
It concludes with the Chinese Civil
War and the overthrow of Chiang
Kai-shek's government. The finale
shows the various nationalities of
China celebrating the establish-
ment of the People's Republic on
October 1, 1949. A fifty cent
donation is requested.
p ^ m
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Making It: Pressures Force Grades Up
cont. from p. 1
worse at Wellesley, and Welleslej
students did better at Trinity."
Trinity students with a good
academic standing are almost
automatically guaranteed admit-
tance into one of the 12-college
exchange members for a semester
or two. Some of the colleges, such
as Williams and Amherst, have
quotas of accepting only two or
three exchange students from each
school.
Winslow commented that there
is a tacit understanding among the
12 colleges in the exchange "not to
export students with academic
problems." Of the Trinity students
applying to colleges outside the
twelve exchange, Winslow esti-
mated that only ten or fifteen
percent are turned down.
Should a Trinity student attend
a school not using the traditional A,
B, C grading system, the marks he
receives at that school will nt be
figured into his grade point aver-
age at Trinity.
Grade inflation, like monetary
Aid Information
The 1978-79 Financial Aid
Application Forms and
Procedures are now available in
the Office of Financial Aid for
those undergraduates who are
presently not on aid. Students
seeking renewal of their present
aid award will have had a packet
sent to their on-campus post
office boxes. The deadline for
submitting the Trinity Un-
dergraduate Form and
photostatic copy of the family's
1977 Federal Tax Form has
been extended to April 3.
Meanwhile, the deadline for
submission of the Financial Aid
Form to Princeton, New Jersey,
is also April 3. Applicants who
fail to meet these deadlines and
who do not have a written
extension of time from the
Financial Aid Office will lose
priority for funding. Finally, if
your parents own or operate a
business or (arm. you should
request a copy of the Business
and Farm Supplement.
NEW PROCEDURES AND
POLICIES
A number of new
procedures and policies have
been developed for next year
which, hopefully, will make the
application process easier; ease
the Financial Aid Office's ad-
nnnistrative burden; and
respond to changing regulations
and minimum wage laws. These
are as follows:
a. The Common Form
The PCS (Parents' Con-
fidential Statement) has been
replaced by the FAF (Financial
Aid Form) which is to be used
by both dependent and in-
dependent students for both
institutionally controlled funds
and the Basic Grant Program.
Students whose parents own
and/ or operate a business or
farm should request a Sup-
plemental Form from the Office
of Financial Aid.
Because the FAF will be
used to determine Basic Grant
Eligibility, parents and students
must fill it out using 1977
Federal Income Tax Date. If
your family's data will not be
available until after the stated
April 3 deadline, you should
contact the Office of Financial
Aid, explain the circumstances,
and get a written extension of
the deadline.
UNDER NO CIR.
CUMSTANCES SHOULD THE
FAF BE FILLED OUT USING
ESTIMATED 1977 DATE; and
Trinity Undergraduate Ap-
plications submitted without a
photostatic copy of the family's
I.R.S, 1040 will be considered
incomplete.
2. Notarization of the Trinity
Undergraduate Application
In order to further facilitate
the award process and ease the
administrative burden on the
Aid Office, students will be
required to sign the application
before a Notary Public and only
then submit the application to
the Aid Office. If this is not
done, the application will be
returned to the student and
considered late if not received
by April 3.
We are also in the process of
developing a one-page loan note
that can be sent out with aid
award letters. These two
changes should eliminate the
long lines for signing forms at
registration.
3. Increase in Self-help
In accordance with the new
minimum wage law increase,
there will be parallel increases
in the amount of aid students,
will be expected to receive in
the form of summer and term-
time employment. Exact figures
for these increases are presently
being worked out.
All in all, the above changes
should eliminate a lot of the
problems and paper work which
have plagued the students and
the Financial Aid Office in 1977-
78. We hope to produce aid
awards more accurately
reflecting a family's financial
situation much sooner. This
should lead to less trips to the
Office of Financial Aid to sign
papers and a quicker ap-
plication of aid awards to next
year's bills. '
Please direct any questions
concerning the 1978-79 aid
application process to the, Office
Of Financial Aid at 203-527-
3151, Extension 365 or 467.
<Wa£l Un Cafe
k good sit down bar
with excellent Italian
atmosphere and food.
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inflation, promises more and deliv-
ers less (in that the distinctions
between students becomes less
defined). At Trinity, grade inflation
cannot be called rampant, but it
does exist. The precentage of A's
and B's given in recent years has
risen.
In 1969,25% of all grades given
were A's, and 38% were B's. In
1973, 27% were A's and 41% were
B's. And in 1975, 28% were A's,
and 43% were B's. Prior to 1969,
no systematic statistics of grade
distribution were kept.
But statistics don't tell the
whole story behind grade inflation.
As Joanne Miller, the associate
registrar, pointed out, "new facul-
ty members come every semester
from different schools and different
backgrounds. Students have
changed too." Nor is grade infla-
tion endemic to Trinity.
The October 1,1976 issue of tht
Bowdoin Orient reported that
grades qualifying for High Honors
jumped from 11.8% in 1967 to
24.2% in 1975. In its May 19, 1975
issue, the Chronicle of Higher
Education noted that "Dickinson
College has stopped preparing a
dean's list because it felt that rising
grades and changes in grading
practices had made the list mean-
ingless."
The big worry, then, among
colleges is that as grades continue
to go up, their value as measures of
achievement goes down.
Part of the problem with grade
inflation is the fact that it is so
widespread. Suppose, for example,
that Trinity were to tighten up on
grade inflation and start giving
more C's. Then, when competing
with students from other colleges
for openings in graduate school,
the Trinity student would be at a
disadvantage by virtue of his lower
GPA.
It was this fact that, prompted
Dr. Paul Smith, Chairman of the
English Department, to state that
he's witnessed "no concentrated
effort to stop grade inflation."
A more serious problem with
grade inflation was mentioned by
Dean Spencer. By grading too
easily, Spencer said educators
might be "telling students a lie
about life. They may be misleading
a student into thinking he'll always
be indulged."
Coping With Snow
cont. from p.l
effort to catch up with their
workload. (There is a week of work
for each big< snow.) The eleven
grounds men and supervisor work-
ed 60 to ,80 hours overtime
including a couple of times around
the clock in an. attempt to relieve
the problem. They were quite
fatigued.
Looking back at the incident,
Duncan says that at the time
clearing the cars seemed an easy
thing to do. He feels the tone of the
letter may have been "misleading"
and its content misinterpreted.
Though his annoyance at the
plow driver's failure to comply with
his request compelled him to write
the letter, he realizes the drivers
were "pooped." "From what I
heard on campus a lot of people
had bitter complaints; but nobody
else said, anything." Duncan,was
seeking "answers to questions that
everybody was asking."
Smith feels that the problems of
having a small ground crew and
lack of big machinery have to be
put up with four or five times a
year. B&G can not justify the
purchase of larger machinery. The
college rents large equipment as
soon as it is available but have to
respect the ' "hierarchy of needs" in
the community.
City streets, hospital and super
market parking lots have priority. It
is usually two or three days before
the equipment becomes available.
Crandall says that students
should realize that snow removal is
a very expensive process, the
college does not have the financial
resources to tie up money in extra
equipment. If something breaks
down, the ground crew must work
without it..
Snow Removal Process
How does the snow removal
process operate? The eleven man
ground crew, including one me-
chanic, is split in half. Half the
crew words the snowblowers oh the
sidewalks and pathways while the
other half operate the tractors,
clearing roads and parking lots.
The mechanic's sole job is to keep
the equipment running.
The only large snow removal
equipment are the light tractors
and pick-ups, while it is still
snowing B&G attempts to keep the
major arteries of the campus,
including toads and pathways,
open. When the snow stops, fringe
areas, such as parking lots and
drains are opened and fire plugs
are made accessible.
The janitors are responsible for
the shoveling of dormitory steps
and porches, while the ground crew
goes on the concrete paths and
roads where their machinery is able
to operate.
Other Snow Problems
The oil outage in 92-100 Cres-
cent Street was another snow
related problem. The building was
without heat and hot water for over
eighteen hours during the week-
end. Residents of the building first
began to notice the lack of heat
shortly after dinner Saturday eve-
ning.
Unfortunately, because of the
snowstorm and condition of the
roads, the oil truck driver decided
to wait, till day break before
delivering the oil. Even after
delivery, the building took several
hours to warm up.
Another problem was due to the
shortage of parking places early
last week, handicapped parking
areas were filled seriously ham-
pering the handicaps' ability to get
to classes.
Finally, the problem of slippery
foot paths has been particulrly bad
this winter due to the freezing rain.
Smith said that he thinks wearing
'.**•.*>*•'-.-*•:•.•'•«•.•.•.•.-.•.•.•.•-'-'
SENIORS...
Don't forget
your /
proper footwear is an effective
device against slipping on ice. He
has no sympathy for people who
wear clogs and narrow, high-heel-
ed, boots that complain of problems
of getting around on the ice.
B&G finds the problem difficult
to control. Sand is inneffective on
snow covered ice and clogs the
drains.
In conclusion, while B&G is still
recovering from this siege of snow,
it is working hard to remedy the
situation. Smith said that "stu-
dents, administrators and faculty
should exercise understanding in
assessing the ground crew's per- •
formance. They are ancf••wewf ±
working under extremely dffio* !
circumstances." I
j
"As the Trinity community [
emerges from the confines of the J
snow and ice and rises above the t
drifts, they should be thankful they
were inconvenienced so little," he
continued. Throughout the storm
major roads and paths remained
passable and essential college,
services were curtailed but remain-
ed in operation leaving student,
discomfort at a minimum.
1 YEARBOOK
•' PORTRAIT
^; appointment
Whoknows...someday, you too-
could become collector's items
i
I
v$!
,1
Yearbook senior portraits will be taken Thursday, r-eD.
Friday Feb. 3. .
Sign up sheets will be at Mather Front Desk. It is
Important that people sign up and appear on time tor^
pictures. A three dollar fee will be charged at the time
shooting.
t:
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"AndYou Thought They'd Simply Disappeared...9 9
with
The following lists Trinity
students who are away from the
Hartford Campus for the Trinity
Term 1978 or the full 1977-78
school year. The lists are
Academic leave of Absence —
Foreign, Academic Leave of
Absence — Domestic, the
Barbieri Center-Rome Campus,
and the Twelve College Ex-
change.
Trinity students on Aca-
demic Leave of Absence —
Foriegn.
ABRAMS, J. Michael, 79
Institute of European Studies
77, rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, France
ACHAR, Cynthia K., 79
Institute of European Studies"
Vienna, Freyung 4, Palais
Kinsky
A1010nVienna I, Austria
AMBROSE* William W., 79
St. Lawrence University Pro-,
gram
University of Nairobi
Nairobi,-Kenya, Africa (Not a
mailing address)
ANDERSON, Mark A., '80
New York University in France
56, Rue de Passy
75016 Paris, France
ANDRIAN, Barbara L., 79
British & European Studies
Group
(YWCA Alexandra Club,
2 Devonshire Street
London W.1, England
ANTHONY, E. Brooke, 79
Institute, of. European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I. Austria
APT, Vicky, 79
((.State U n i v e r s i t y of C o p e n -
hagen ; •:••• - ;•/••
(DIS Study Division,
9VestergadeDK1456,
Copehnhagen K, Denmark)
BAGDIS, LynneS., 79
Institute of European Studies/
•London
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate
London W.2, England
BECKWITH, DavidS., 79
Institute of European Studies/
London
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
gate
London W.2, England
BECKWITH, DavidS., 79 .
Kent State University/Geneva
Geneva, Switzerland
(Notamailing'addness) f
B E D D A L L , J a n e G . , 7 9 •••
Institute of European Studies/
Freiburg Erbprinzenstrasse 12
7800 Freiburg im Breisgau,
West Germany
BILLINGS, Elizabeth, 79
New York Universlty'in France
« i Rue de Passy
75016 Paris, France ;
j. BLOOM, Lisa E-., '80
S British & European Studies
* Group
BCM Box 403
London WCIV 6XX, Englandf BURKIN, Michael J., 79
nstltute of European Studies/
London
J5 Craven Terrace, lancaster
te«ate
London W.2, England
BUTTERFIELD.LynnA., 79jwiopl of English and American
studies
"~ L Anglia
.England
J | gjNDON, Eileen P.. 79
! feity of Edinburgh
IP ... \>-ea Mouse Dnii—L. na||g of
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, l
CUSHMAN, Deborah A., '80
School of English and American
Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
EZEKIEL, Karen R., 79
Institute of European Studies/
London
35 Craven Terrace, ancaster
Gate
London w,2, England
FAIRBANKS, Anne E., 79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
FEINBERG, Jidith I., 79.-
Institute of European Studies/
London •
35 Craven Terrace,' lancaster
Gate ,,. . . . .
London W.2, England
FERBER, JanetS.,79 ' .,
Institute of European-Studies/ -
London . • "-,•••'
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate
London W.2, England
FLANAGAN, Cindy L., 79
School of English and American
Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
FORNSHELL, William P., 79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010Vienna I, Austria
GALLUCCI, Patricia A., 79
Institute of European Studies/
Paris
77, Rue Daguerre
75014 Paris, France
HANNA, Nicholas H., 79
; School of Ehglfstf ana AmetiiJan
Studies • • • • , .
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
HART, James D., 79
 ;. ,:
Institute of European Studies/
London
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate
London W.2, England
HUFFARD-DAUPHINOT, Tori
V., 79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
HUMPHREY, Deborah D., 79 : .
Kalamazoo College in Sierra
Leone (c/o Fourah Bay College
Lati Hyde Hall, University of.
Sierra Leone
Freetown, Sierra Leone, West
Africa
LEVERONE, MirhaaiE., 78
Great Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion c/o CEUOA
Aparta-jc A^reo 16060
Bogota, D.E., Colombia, S.A.
LEWIS, Kimberly, 79
Institute of European Studies/
Nantes (c/o Jean Bignan
3 Place Millinet
Nantes 44, France
McCANLESS. Laura, 79
Institute of European Studies/
Nantes (c/o Jean Bignan
3 Place Millinet
Nantes 44, France
McMANAMY, patricia A., 79
Institute of European
Durham (Mailing: Trevalyan
Cotege
Elvet Hill Road
Durham DH1 3LN, England'
MEAGHER, Deborah L.., 79
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
MILLER, Marlannr, 79
British & European Studies
Group BCM Box 403
London WC1V 6XX, England
MINTZ, Abraham B., 79
Institute of European Studies/
Freiburg Erbprinzenstrasse 12
7800 Freiburg im Breisgau,
West Germany
MOLLESON, Diane, 79
British & European iStudies
Group (YWCA Alexandra Ciub,
2 Devonshire Street
London W.1, Enp land
PARR, David W., 79
Itlfaca College Program in
London
35 Harrington Gardens
London SW7, England
PHELAN, Timothy J., ~'7ti ':
Callisori Collegein Japan Pro-
gram (c/o Kyoto EnglishrCen-
ter
Sumitomo Seimei Building
Shijo-Karasuma Nishi-iru
Kyoto 600, Japan
RUBLIN.HeddaL, 79
Institute of European Studies/
London
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate
London W.2, England
SCOTT, Linda D., 79
Great Lakes Colleges' Associ-
ation c/o CEUCA
.Apartado Aereo 16060
Bogota, D.E., Colombia, S.A. ,
' ; n CIK, Yolanda, 79
I .union School of Economics -..-
(Passfield Hall, Endsleigh PI,
London WC1H OPW, England
JACOBIUS, Henry F., Jr., 79 SINGER, Holly, 79
Institute of European Studies/,. Institute of European Studies/
land
r o d P a r k Road
rgh EH16, -5AX, Scot-
London
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate
London W.2, England
JESIOLOWSKI, Maryann, 79
Sweet Briar Program in Paris
34, Ruede Fleurus
75006 Paris, France
JORDAN, Barbara W., 79
Hamilton College Program in
Paris (chez le docteur LeRoux)
101 Ruede Prony
75017 Paris, France
KAUFMAN, Lauren S., 79
Syracuse Semester in Italy
(Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence, Italy
KENNEDY, Lynn, 79
School of English and American
Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ, England
KUNHARDT, Deborah W., 79
Syracuse University Program in
Strasbourg
Strasbourg, France (Not a
mailing address)
LATTANZIO, Stephen C , 79
CIEE Program in Seville, c/o
Cursos Para Extranjeros, Facul-
tad de Filosofia y Letras
Universidad de Seville,
Seville, Spain
London
35 Craven Terrace, Lancaster
Gate
London W.2, England
TANAXBAUM, Susan L., 79
The Hebrew University (The
School for Overseas Students
P.O. Box 24100
Mount Scopus
Jerusalem, Israel
TATTLEMAN, Joyce L,, 79
The Hebrew University Res-
nick 1-301)
Mt. Scopus
Jerusalem, Israel
TERHUNE, Andres S., 78
Great Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion c/o CEUCA
apartado Aereo 16060
Bogota, D.E.,
Colombia, S.A.
TIERNAN, Charles E.,'80
Wagner Colege Study Program
Drusensgasse1 .
6900 Bregenz, Austria : •;••
WOLFF, Jackie, 79 "'•'"•
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010Vienna, I, Austria
WRIGHT, Sarah M., 79
Intercollegiate Center for Clas-
sical Studies
ViaAlgardi,13 - j . . •-.
1-00152Rome, Itajy,, .
ZUG, Caroline F., '80
Institute of European Studies/
Vienna
Freyung 4, Palais Kinsky
A1010 Vienna I, Austria
Address for Sarbieri Center/
Rome Campus
The Barbieri Center/
Rome Campus c/o Suore cam-
aidolesi
Clivodei Publicii, 2
00153 Rome, Italy
Trinity Students on Academic
Leave of Absence — Domestic
BALCH, Eric A., 79 , '., 1_ '
School of Forestry, University
of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont 054O1
BENDHEIM, Andres J., '80
Williams/Mystic Seaport • Pro-
gram -i -.y ;
Mystic, Conn. 06355 •
 ;
BERNSTEIN, Leonard M., '79
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 ]
BOSTWICK, Cackie K., 79
University of California at San
Diego
La Jolla, California92093
BUSSEY, Pamela P., 79
Washington Urban Semester
The American University
Washington, D.C. 2001$
COHEN, amyB., 78
University of California at Ber
keley (Maitlng: 1801 Woolsey)
Berkeley, California 94703
CRAWFORD, Kathleen W., 79
University of California at Santa
Barbara
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93106
DAVIS, BonniG,, 79
University of Pennsylvania
3901 Spruce Street, Box 308
'•'Philadelphia, Penn. 19174
DAYNO, Jeffrey M., 79
Callispn CollegejUniversity of
the pacific
Stockton, California 95211
, DOW, W. Merrill, Jr., 78
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Penn. 19174
ESCOLL,andrewJ.,79
University of Caoifornia at
Santa Barbara , : • •
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93106 ,: •
FELDSTEIN, James B., '80
Dres Univ. Program in Wash-
ington '••"
Drew University
FEUERMAN/Paul M,, '80
Franklin and Marshall College
Lancaster, Penn. 17604 '
GORDON, Diane B,, 79
Brown University
1
 Prov., Rhode Island 02912 ' -:
HURLOCK, Robert F., 79
University of Puerto Rico . .
RioPiedras, Puerto Rico 00931 '
JOHNSON, Bruce P., '80
Washington Semester Program
The American University
Washington, D.C. 20016
KATZ, Dlna, '81
Sarah Lawrence College
Bronxville, N.Y. 10708
KITZ, Deborahs., 79
University of Pennsylvania
Box 402, Baird, 3700 Spruce
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania 19104
LEIGHTON, Christopher W.,
79
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut
(Use home address)
LEVIN, Susan D., 79
University of Calif, at Santa
Barbara (Mail: 6850 El Colegio
Road, Box 74
Goieta, California 93017
POPKIN, Linda E., 79
Economic Policy Semester
The American University
Washington, D.C. 20016
PROVENSEN.KarenA.,'80
Duquesne4Jrtlverslty
f jttstajrghi Renf> 15219
REYNOLDS, Robert C , 79
University of California at Santa
Barbara (MailD 5601 El Greco,
#1 Isla vista,
California 93017
RICE, James P., 79
University of California at Santa
Barbara
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93106
ROSENBLATT, David P., 79
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
RUSSELL, Eugene M., '80
University of Southern Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90007
THOMAS, Peter lil., 79
University of Maine at Orono
Orono, Maine 04473 .
tripp, Bernice E., 79 ••'•
College of WilEiatn & Mary
WJ1liarnsburg>Virginia 23185
SCHLOSS' Ms. Karer. L., 79
SCHMERLEK David. 79
(BROWN UNIVERSITY)
SHIRELING, Ms. Jennifer A.,
79 (BROWN UNIV.)
SIEFERT, Ms. Janet D., 79
SWALLOW, MissCaryn T.. 79
(WELLESLEY)
VALAITIS, John,'80
VIDOVICH, Ms. Ellen T., 79
(WELLS COLL.)
VITELLl, J. homas, Jr., 79
.(VASSAR) ;
WEAKLEY, Ms. Janet P., '80
ZIESING* Peter R., 79
Trinity Students Participating
in the 12-Coliege Exchange
Program for 1977-78
AMHERTS COLLEGE, Am-
herst, Mass. 01002
BURCHENAL, Ellen H.t 73'.
ofTheBarbieriCente,
7 9
 CONNECT.CUTCOLLEGE,
New London, Ct. 06320
BARTON, Ms. Mary L, 79 „ , _ , , ,„(MT.HOLYOKE) POND, Hartley L.,'80
O'NEILL MEMORIAL THEA-
CAMPO, Ms. Lisa A., "80 TRE CENTER, 305 Great Neck
(PINE MANOR) Rd., Waterford, Ct. 06385
CAMPOm Michael J., '80
CAPLAN, Ms; Nancy E...7&
ABRAHS, James W., 78
CHRISTENSEN, Paul E., 79
NEWHALL, Anne, 78
CONGER, Ms. Mary C , 79 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,
(VANDERBILTUNIV.) Hanover, N.H. 0375
DeSANTIS, Ms. Pia C. , .79 CRAWFORD, Elizabeth M.,
(SMITH) '80
ELMER, Miss Mary A., 79
EMERY, Ted A., 78
MIQURA, Caroleen K., 79
rogfers, Jufie 8.', 79
fEMMONS, Miss Elizabeth B., VIGNONE, Stephanie M., 79
79 (WILLIAMS)
VINTON, Jacob P., 78
ENNIS, Ms. BotsyL., 79(UOF
PA.) " WIRTS, Elizabeth C , 79
ENNIS, Ms. Susan E., 79 SMITH COLLEGE,
(WESLEYAN) Northampton, Mass. 01060
FRESE, Calvin W., Jr., 79
GOTY, Manuel D., 79
AMERN, Ellen M., 78 -
CHAMBERLAIN, Toby, 78
GRAMKOW, Miss . Deborah ' MURPHY, MeloneyA., 79
. W., 79 , (S .K : IDMORE)
WETHERED* Bennet B., 79
GUERRA, Miss Virginia A.-, 79
(WH EATON)
HALLET, Laurence S., 79
'.fe th, 79
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, Wel-
lesley, Mass. 02181
HURWtTZ, Julie E. 79
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
KELLY, Mjf? Cailiffioe'M., '69 Middietown^ Ct. 06457
p i J
'
i : ;
~
!
 ACHAR Cynthia K,, 79
KESSLER.Adafh T,V'80 [WES-
LEYAN] , .
KISBER, Ms. Joan F., 79
[WELLESLEY I
KLUSS, Ms. Annette E., 7 9 '
[WELLESLEY) ;
BLATT, Diana L., 79
FRANK, Halsey B., '80
SAUND£RS, Gary A., 79
WILLIAMS COLLEGE, Wil-
Jiamstown, Mass. 01267
LAMBORGHINI, Peter L., 79
(TUFTS UNIV.) - GLASS, Lauren B., 79
LIAO, Ms. Elizabeth K., 79
MADDEN, mark H., 79
MAGRUDER, Andres A., 78
MEISTER.Ki'.rtC, 79
MIDURA, Ms. Caroleen K 79
MOODEY, Miss Deborah C
79
PARKER, Ms. Jamie M.V9
(VASSAR)
PASTAN; Ms. Jeanne, E. 79
(SKIDMORE)
PHELAN, Ms. Joy C , 79
(BROWN UNIV.)
ROGERS, Miss Cynthia P.'so
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Connecticut
Hartford Voters Favor Bottle Bill
A statewide consumer group
today released results of a poll of
Hartford citizens demonstrating
"strong support" for the proposed
"bottle bill."
In letters to Hartford's ten state
senators and representatives, the
Connecticut- Public Interest Re-
search. Group (ConnPIRG) cited a
telephone survey of 272 Hartford
residents of voting age of whom 61
per cent favored mandatory deposit
legislation, 18 per cent opposed it,
and 21 per cent had no opinion.
ConnPIRG Director Jack Hale
touted the poll as "the first done on
this issue in the urban Hartford
area, and clearly the most thorough
Connecticut bottle bill poll to
date."
According to James Scarpa, the
coordinator of the ConnPIRG sur-
vey, "the 3 to 1 ratio among
respondents with opinions in favor
of mandatory deposits on beverage
containers is particularly signifi-
cant because it closely parallels the
results of last year's state-wide poll
conducted by the League of Wo-
men Voters." The results of the
earlier poll show 63 per cent
favoring, 17 per cent opposing, and
20 per cent having no opinion about
the measure.
Scarpa noted that the poll was
conducted by ConnPIRG workers at
Trinity College and the University
of Hartford, They called Hartford
numbers selected at random by
computer from the Hartford tele-
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phone book, the pollers were
instructed to ask the question,
"Would you favor or oppose a
Connecticut law requiring that all
soda and beer be sold in returnable
containers with a refundable de-
posit?" And were allowed to make
no other statements until a re-
sponse had been recorded, he said.
In letters announcing the sur-
vey results to Hartford legislators,
ConnPIRg urged the lawmakers to
make use of the poll in considering
whether to support the bottle bill in
the approaching General Assembly
session. "There has been so much
lobbying on both sides of this issue
that it is, time for legislators to step
back and take a close look at how
their constituents feel about it,"
said Hale, "and that is why
ConnPIRG conducted this survey,"
ConnPIRG is a student based
public interest group with chapters
at Trinity College, the University of
Hartford, the University of Con-
necticut (Stores), and Wesleyan
University.
Weicker Asks Uganda Trade Ban
WASHINGTON — Senator Lo-
well Weicker (R-Conn.) last week
introduced a legislative package
aimed at a total ban on trade
between the United States and
Uganda.
"American commercial support
for the economy and government of
Uganda is substantial and it is
growing," Weicker said in intro-,
ducing the legislation.
"It is a mockery of all that the
United States stands for — all it
has fought to preserve — for us to
be using our dollars and products
to support the madness and
destruction of life which reigns in
Kampala."
He noted that the mainstay of
the Ugandan ecomony is its coffee
exports — 90 per cent if its export
income and 15 per cent of its gross
national product is derived from
international coffee sales.
In 1976, U.S. companies bought
more than one-third of Uganda's
coffee exports, at a cost of more
than $176 million. U.S. purchases
increased 30 per cent during the
first half of 1977, Weicker noted.
On the other hand, Uganda
imported from the United States
millions of dollars worth of sophis-
ticated communications equipment
and luxury goods.
The Weicker bills, which are
identical to a package introduced in
the House by Rep. Donald J. Pease
and 74 others, include a bill to
prohibit the importation of any
product grown or manufactured in
Uganda, a bill to prohibit exports of
U.S. products, materials or sup-
plies to Uganda, and a bill to
specifically prohibit entry of Ugan-
dan-coffee into the United States.
Rome Bill Would Help
Private College Students
A bill increasing state aid for
students attending private colleges
by $500,000 has been" proposed by
Senate Minority Leader Lewis B.
Rome.
Rome (R-Bloomfield) said he
has asked the Education Commit-
tee to consider a tuition equaliza-
tion program with grants ranging
from $250 to $1,700 which will be
awarded to Connecticut students
based on family income. It will be
aimed at aiding rfliddle income
families.
"This will achieve freedom of
choice for Connecticut citizens and
potential savings of millions of
dollars in public expenditures," he
said.
"I have consistently advocated
an accent on higher public educa-
tion and I think this step would
enhance the reality of higher public
education," he said.
Rome said the percentage of
Connecticut residents attending
private colleges has fallen from 66
per cent in 1966 to 23 per cent In
1976. "Private college tuitions
have risen at a higher rate than
public colleges ad have become
increasingly intolerable to many
, families." -r:
' Rome said his bill wi|(!sfin«<« '
discussion on: how the state can
preserve the vitality of private
colleges while keeping them inde-
pendent, and whether the new
approach will enable private
schools to serve Connecticut stu-
dents more effectively and inex-
pensively than expanding public
schools.
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Connecticut
Snow Brings
Tons of Salt,
by Jeanne Kiltonlc
The heartaches of a heavy-
hitting winter are only half over.
We still face a half-season more of
rain, sleet and snow. And Patrick
Hankard, Superintendent of Street
Services in Hartford, feels the
going will be rough.
The city of Hartford has already
exceeded their $250,000 budget for
snow removal by $80,000. With the
typical unpredictability of weather
in the Hartford area, the city could
become snowed in above its head.
A request for $57,349 in
emergency assistance funds for
Hartford will be asked of the state
General Assembly by Governor
Ella Grasso when it reconvenes
nest week. The request is part of a
$2 million state-wide package.
Snowfighting is not an inex-
pensive task. Salt costs $20 a ton,
sand runs about $2 a ton, and
calacium chloride, a compound
used in extremely cold situations
when salt will not melt ice, costs
about $80 a tone. There has already
been a shortage of sand and salt
this season, according to Hankard.
During the average storm, the
city of Hartford employs 25 to 40
trucks, five or six payloaders, and
several tons of salt and sand.
Approximately 40 private trucking
Woe to City Planning;
Sand Eat Up Budget
firms are under contract with the
city. Salt is supplied by the Rousso
Brothers of Hartford and McQueen
Quarry of Glastonbury supplies the
city's sand.
For actual "road snowfighting,"
the city puts out about 15 units
each storm. In the most recent
snowstorm, winter storm Jerry, six
payloaders and thirty trucks were
used to clear the roads.
Hankard explained that
hospital and bus routes are usually
the primary concerns when
plowing begins. One of three
standard routes are used during
any given snowstorm, depending
on the nature of the storm and
when it occurs.
The two major problems
Hartford faces in its
snowfightingefforts are the traffic
and curb^iarking hindrances, and
where to put the snow. The city
allows an 18-inch boundary bet-
ween the curb and sidewalk of a
street for plowed snow, and many
times this space has been
inadequate. The task becomes
more cumbersome when cars have
to be towed as plowing goes on.
Rush-hour traffic is also a. major
problem in clearing snow-covered
streets. Plows and trucks cannot
work during this period, and it
becomes especially difficult when
the rush hour is prolonged to four
or five hours.
During the last snowstorm
which blanketed Hartford, when
manpower and equipment pools
began to dwindle, the city was
faced with a crisis situation within
the rush-hour period, when the
storm was at its worst.
Hartford uniquely faces the
additional problem that half of the
city streets remain in constant
shade, considerably lengthening
the time it takes to melt snow and
ice.
Hankard finds the most
challenging aspect of snowfighting
is the timing the strategy involved
in predicting the storm.
"It gets kind of tricky,"
Hankard admits, when a storm hits
hardest during a rush hours. "It's a
matter of doing the mostest with
the leastest" during a winter
snowstorm. The superintendent
feels "kind of proud of our
snowfighting operation."
"Dollar for dollar, we give
Hartford residents more than most
other cities.." Hankard claimed,
'Tin rather tired of the constant
negative attitudes that many have
towards the city, as far as
snowfighting goes."
In Brief
by Brian Crockett
Snow Funds Requested
Unexpected snow removal expenses caused by the trio of winter
storms that socked the region earlier this month has led Governor Ella
Grasso to-announce a $2 million emergency fund request she will
present to the state General Assembly when it reconvenes Feb. 8.
The fund request includes $57,349 for Hartford. The city slated to*
receive the largest allocation, Bridgeport, would receive $62,680. The
remaining monies would be dispursed among 167 other state cities and
towns.
Thaw Brings Flooding
The big thaw last week brought mixed blessings to Connecticut as
some state rivers exceeded their banks.
The worst flooding occurred in the Norwich area, with the heaviest
damage caused by the Yantic River.
City Deficit Projected
A projected deficit of nearly $1.8 million is foreseen for Hartford
with five months still to go in the 1977-78 fiscal year.
To make matters worse,'the city predicts a drop in revenues next
year of about $11 million, virtually eliminating the possibility of
deferring expenses until next year.
The deficit is the result of additional snow removal expenses*
increased Social Security costs, and a retired teachers' pension as well
as other factors. An expected Board of Education deficit and decreased:
revenues stemming from the collapse of the Civic Center roof should;
increase the deficit figure.
Roof Gets Boost
A federal loan that will allow work to go ahead on Hartford's
collapsed civic Center coliseum roof was offered the city last week by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
The federal money pledge will permit a new roof to be constructed
as soon as concrete loss figures are determined. Prior to the pledge,;
the city might have faced lengthy delays in determining fault.
Toby Moffett's Congressional Report
The Neutron Bomb: Further Escalation?
j The following article, from U.S. Representative Toby
I Moffett's weekly Congressional Report, concerns the
i continuing debate over this year's wonder, the neutron
• bomb, its history and effects.
The debate continues in Washington and in the
Capitols of other nations about whether the U.S. should
make the neutron bomb part of its arsenal in Western
Europe.
What is the neutron bomb and what are its effects?
All nuclear explosions produce four effects: blast,
thermoradiation (heat), residual nuclear radiation
(fallout) and initial nuclear radiation. The neutron
weapon is a small hydrogen warhead, the intent of which
is to maximize the last mentioned effect, while
minimizing the other three. Mr. Alfred D. Starbird, a
high-ranking official of the government's Energy
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) says
ofthebomb, "You reduce the blast effect and getthekill
radius1 you want through enhanced radiation."
"Its a good battlefield weapon," says former Rand
Corporation muclear weapons analyst Sam Cohen. "It
avoids collateral damage and does not wipe out towns or
other built-up areas." Such neutron advocates argue that
the explosion of the tiny H-bomb would restrict blast and
1
 fire damage to a small area, a radius of 200 yards or so,
1
 and the neutrons (invisible sub-atomic particles) would
radiate well beyond that point to kill people without
destroying buildings.
The neutron bomb would serve as an alternative
warhead for the lance missile. When Dr. James
Schlesinger. was Secretary of Defense, he gave the
"go-ahead" on this device. He and others became
convinced that NATO would not be able to withstand an
attack by the Soviet Block forces using conventional
weapons unless the NATO powers resorted to tactical
nuclear weapons.
Neutron proponents argue that it is more "humane",
that it would limit destructiveness to a smaller area than
"sing larger nuclear weapons.
The recent House debate on the issue was extremely
emotional and in that sense unusual. Most debates on
weaponry are carried on in a very unemotional and
routine manner. There is seldom talk about the level of
destructionthat a particular weapon can cause, and such
| ta!k is usually clothed in the most abstract and technical
I terms.
V This was different: highly charged, highly specific
and graphic regarding destructive potential, especially
on human beings. Many speakers pointed to the weapon
a clear escalation in an already insane arms race. Others
argued that it blurs the distinction between nuclear and
conventional war.
Rep. Barbara Mikulski (D-Maryland) talked about the
• three ways that a neutron bomb can kill. If you are very
close to the explosion, the neutron bomb blows so many
holes in your nerve cells that your brain ceases to
•function. If it does not, you will collapse and lose control
of your body functions; you may get violent. You will die
within minutes or perhaps hours, and while you are lying
there waiting for death to call, you lie in your own waste,
convulsed and out of control.
If you are a little farther away, the tissue that line
your mouth, throat, stomach and intestines wUl be
destroyed. At first you will retch, the nausea will pass,
though followed by a loss of appetite because the cells in
your digestive tract will continue to divide and die/ and
by that time your digestive tract will be come an open
sore. Your heart will weaken, your kidneys will fail, your
fever will climb and you willhalluciate. Eventually you
will die. . . • ,
If you are still farther away, the radiation will attack
the blood cells, v.our system will be defenseless
against disease; sores will not heal. In effect, your own
lungs will become a swamp.within your body as you gasp
and struggle for breath, your liver will fail and your skin
will turn yellow. You will then die, in all likelihood
drowning from your own contaminated body fluds in your
lungs and liver. This will take about 4-5 weeks.
". Perhaps it is true, as its proponents content, that this
new 'humane' weapon is a 'cleaner' bomb than the
•larger ones that destroy vaster areas and everything
within them. But it is precisely those 'advantages which
will make it more likely that the,neutron bomb will
actually be used.
Then what? Neutron advocates reply that it could be
made clear to the Soviet Block that the weapon would
only be used on European soil and that there would be no
escalation to larger nuclear weapons.
That presumes that once a nuclear device of any kind
is used, there is logic and reason and lines of
communication between combatants. It presumes a
control situation where there is not likely to be one.
To say that neutron deployment would not escalate
the arms race because it is part of the lance missile which
does not come under the Strategic Arms Limitations
Talks (SALT) agenda is to ignore the fact that significant
SALT progress is being made. It is also ignoring the fact
that a neutron go-ahead would signal the rest of the
world that we are reaching once more for a new
destructive weapon to reflect our might.
Moreover, the gap that has been so carefully
developed and preserved between nuclear and non-nuc-
lear or conventional arms would begin to close, or would
at least become blurred, making it easier for one side or
the other to move from one kind of warfare to the other:
The more sane way to counter conventional superiority, if
the Warsaw Pact has it, is to either negotiate troop
redaction or increase NATO's conventional strength.
In the waning moments of the House debate on this
new weapon, Representative George Miller (D-Californ-
ia) held up a headline from a San Francisco newspaper
which read, "THE NEUTRON BOMB, THE NUCLEAR
WEAPON THAT MAKES XV EASIER TO START A
NUCLEAR WAR, BUT GIVES YOU TIME TO KISS
YOUR LOVED ONES GOODBYE".
"And 1 thought it was somewhat funny," said Miller,
"until my young son asked me what it meant".
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Editorial
A Failure To Communicate
In the course of this year, communication between students and administrators
has been less than satisfactory. This is not to say that attempts at discussion have
not been made, or that such channels do not exist. Rather, indications of narrow or
defensive attitudes on both sides have resulted in a relationship that is often
strained, superficial, or defined on an opposition basis.
Recurring trends over the year demonstrate that students and administrators, hi
exchanges about institutions at the college, presist in dealing with each other from
negative view points. Hie majority of students [whether individually or hi groups]
approach the administration with complaints and criticism only after having been
affected directly by a situation that does not please them. Administrators, in return,
have responded to criticism by disclaiming either die charge itself or the students'
right to make such a charge. It appears that neither "side" is considering what the
other has to say or offer, preferring to assert rights or power rather than using them
for compromise. If criticism is being considered, it is not apparent; perhaps it
should be.
Certain basic facts seem to have been overlooked hi building up this
relationship. First, the studesnt body's right to voice its opinions is generally
recognized as important to the effective operation of the college. And the
solicitation of such opinion, whether directly through all-college meetings or
indirectly through the S.G.A., implies a respect for what is expressed. Second, as
the institution exists for Its participants, the majority of whom are students it
follows that the administration has student interest hi mind. And yet, while this
idealy holds true, it is not always apparent hi the course of administrative action
and student response.
Nothing is to be gained, on either side, by a continued "cold war" between
students and administrators. Whether strained relations can be sociologically
traced to the open warfare of the sixties between youth and establishment, or
whether it results from a misunderstanding of each other's wants, the present
status of the relationship can only hinder the achievement of mutually beneficial
goals. Students wish to know that their interests are being considered
administrators that their actions are effective. These objectives are certainly not
mutually exclusive. However, their realization depends upon a willingness on each
side to cooperate with the other.
Openness to the process of decision-making Is desirable on the one hand,
constructive response on the other. This kind of exchange has been achieved In the
past. The only way to make good relations the norm Is to relax the defensive
attitudes and open the way to intelligent and open-minded discussion.
Participation
Lacking
To the Editor, °
I commend the efforts of all
those who coordinated and par-
ticipated in Wednesday's All
College Meeting on Public Safety
and Rape Prevention. The program
was informative and much needed.
I am writing not only as a con-
cerned member of this community,
but also as a male, one of very few
who attended the All College
Meeting. My comments reflect
f t;^bt%-; perspe'ctiyes.'
First, as an effort to impress on
the students of this community the
severity of Trinity's Sexual assault
problem, the Meeting was limited
only by its audience. This was to be
an All College Meeting. The issue
for discussion was, and remains
one which should concern every
member of this college, not only
the women. It is an outrage that
there were fewer than ten males lit
the meeting. Similarly, the female
turnout was less than satisfactory.•
Security, particularly the
problem of rape at Trinity, is not a
matter which can be left strictly in
the hands of the C ollege's excellent
but overburdened security force.
Security guards cannot be
everywhere at once. The problem
of sexual assault can be
ameliorated only when students are
conscious of when and how they
place themselves and each other in
danger. To be ignorant of the ways
in which this is possible amounts to
brazen irresponsibility.
Most women recognize the
dangers of walking alone at night,
of leaving their doors unlocked,
etc. And most men know that these
dangers exist for women. Yet one
often finds a woman walking alone.
One hears of men and women
refusing to escort their friends
across campus. One finds exterior
dormitory doors propped open, th-
warting the intent of the locks and
inviting danger inside the halls.
And all of this despite five sexual
assaults this year alone, one
successful.
The horror of even one assault,
successful or not, should be felt by
all at this college. Evidently this has
not been the case. Evidently, too
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many women blindly maintain that
it won't happen to them; too many
men ignorantly believe that rape is
a womens' problem; too many
individuals at this college are in-
sensitive to the horrors and the
seriousness of rape. One would
hope that all those not .present at
the All College Meeting are aware
of the problem and that each would
act to protect the safety of a fellow
student . However, experience
would argue to the contrary.
No person should live huddled
and paralyzed by fear. I am not
suggesting that students be fearful.
On the contrary, precautions
against, and safety from crime
diminish fear and promote
freedom. We are not in a position
to end the phenomenon of rape.
However, we are in a position to
deter its loathesome presence from
our midst, and this by way of
simple concern for the welfare of
others.
 T M i c h a e l p r e s t o n 79
Public
Responsibility
To the Editor:
Tom Wolfe would not be
surprised by the demise of
nobelesse oblige in the junior ivy
league. • The Me Decade has
thoroughly replaced any sense of
social responsibility among the
cloistered Caucasians of Trinity
College, even to the extent of
neglecting sidewalks buried under
s n o w . • ••
Along Vernon Street, Broad
Street, Summit Street, and Allyn
Place, on sidewalks abutting
Trinity property, the snow remains
unshoveled, untouched but for the
path tamped by intrepid
pedestrians. And this delay in
assuming a minor . public
responsibility has occurred after-
each storm this winter.
If an institution producing
America's affluent elite at
$24,000.00 per. unit cannot clear its
sidewalks, I can only wonder in
horror what fills the minds of
Trinity graduates when they
assume influential positions. I hope
the winter sidewalks are not
symbolic of their attitude toward
the univyed public.
Sincerely yours,
Barry R. Greer
An Alternative?
To the Editor,
The Trinity Folk Society was
created several years ago to bring
folk and alternative music styles to
Trinity, as well as to bring
musicians together . Recently
at tendance at concerts and
meetings has been small. In the
past, a handful of people have run
the organization, bringing such acts
as Woody Harris, True Life String
Band, Jacob's Reunion, Ancient
Orphic Mystery Band, and many
other fine musicians, in addition to
providing outdoor concerts every
spring.
Last semester I did virtually all
of the work for the TFS. I no longer
have that .amount of time to
devote, particularly when concerts
are sparsely attended and interest
does not seem great. As a result, I
have called a meeting Thursday,
Feb. 2, in Goodwin Lounge at 7:30
p.m. for anyone who is interested
in keeping folk and alternative
music at Trinity.
We have a budget with the
SGABC that is adequate, and there
is a lot of potential in this loose knit
group. If I get little response at this
meeting, I may have to fold the
TFS altogether, in which case the
funds would probably end up going
to the SGPB, alias MHBOG. It
would possibly mean the end of
folk and alternative music here. If
anyone is interested in something
other than the beer and boogie
scene, I strongly urge him/ her to
come on Thursday or to contact
me. I want to see the Trinity Folk
Society continue to flourish, but I
cannot do it alone.
Peggy Fredrickson 78
Let's Get Along
To the Editor;
I would not want to criticize
Mr. Kreslin's death defying effort
to keep the bookstore open while
the community was inundated with
snow and ice. Some people would
surely have taken the day off, and
not have thought twice about such
a decision. However, last week's
letter raises a few points as to the
role and function of the bookstore
on campus.
To begin with, much can be
said about the bookstore's image
and reputation. Many students feel
the prices are outrageous, that the
bookstore causes more inflation
than rising movie costs (and that
indeed is outrageous.) I have heard
proposals to replace Follett's with a
new company, and believe it or
not, to hand the responsibility over
to students! The proposals, though
enticing, have been investigated
and appear unrealistic (I think).
So we're back to Follett's, the
only properly stocked bookstore in
miles; that is when books finally
arrive. We have no choice, Mr.
Kreslin, we must accept your
decisions and your store. So let's,
get along, okay?
"t
if'
Letters
First, there have been days,
sunny days in fact, when I have
wanted to make a purchase slightly
after 9 a.m. As you may suspect,
the store was closed, and I'd wait.
Moments later the doors would
open, but a man would say could I
please be patient for no cashier had
arrived. Fine, I'd spend the next ten
minutes browsing.
The whole point is that this sort
of thing happens all the time. And
if someone is not waiting for the
doors to open, they are waiting on
the long lines that are inexcusable.
As manager of the boo^0tf^lp-• ->
Kreslin, you must foresee cwrodei
times and inadequate slatting.
Whey not have a larger staff .of
part-timers (hopefully students),
who could fill in during difficult
times. And why not add a cashier,
when the staffing permits, before
students start complaining.
Yes, you are a business, and yes
hazardous weather conditions
prevent normal store hours. But
please be more conscious of you'
customers, and maybe we'll be
more considerate of y°ur
organization.
Withscholarly endeavors in mind,
Steven Roberts '78
Senior Gift
To the Editor,
A group of seniors has sent a
letter to all members of the Class of
'78, asking for ideas about a Senior
Class Gift.
The group met in December
with Jeffrey Fox, an alumnus and
executive for Loctite Corporation,
to start the project. They met again
last week and decided to ask W
class for ideas and to invite others
to join the working committee.
Responses to the letter are due
by Friday, February 10. l n
committee will meet again from /•
p.m. , February 21 in Ahum"
Lounge, Mather Campus Center t
consider the responses and ma*
further plans. .
According to Deborah s i ¥ e 1 '
member of the group, "We want to
do something that will represem
some of the spirit of our years nei
together; something that ^
remain at Trinity long after we
graduated."
 ffl.
Other members of the co
mittee are: Nick Benson, '•
Essey, Heidi Greene. *
Grossman, Caleb Koeppel. AI •
Moorrees, Steve Roberts,
Diane Schwartz. ,,
The last class gift-* sffl J
endowment fund— was ma°e
the College eleven years ago W
Class of 1967.
The Senior Class Gift Commit"*
f"-
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Commentary
The Adventure Of The First Position
by Eric Grevstad
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It was the worst beginning to
the Trinity Term that I could ever
remember. I returned from an
unsuccessful vacation, having nei-
ther become tanned nor broken
anything, only to find that my
roommate Sherbert Cones had left
my bedroom window open over the
holiday, filling my half of the suite
with slushy snow. Futhermore, I
had made plans to take a date to
the Ice Capedes at the Civic
Center, but it had fallen through.
As to Cones himself, I did not
see him during the first week of
class, although he had clearly
returned to our room. We did not
meet face to face until a rainy
Wednesday morning, when I woke
up, went into the living room, and
found him drinking the last of the
orange juice at his desk. "Good
morning,'' I saluted him.
Cones eyed me critically. "Tri-
ed all Christmas and couldn't grow
a mustache, eh, Wheaton?" He
smiled. " I am sorry I did not show
myself before, but I have been busy
this week; an interesting case has
come u p . " He gestured to the
previous day's Tripod before him.
"The dormitory thefts?" I
asked, indicating the story on page
one.
"Wha t?" Cones sat up, all
interest for a moment. "Oh ," he
said, relaxing again, "you mean
the thefts in the dormitories. If a
dormitory had been stolen, Wheat-
on, you know I would be first on the
case. No, he continued, "this is
more important than a few missing
stereos. An entire course has gone
from the curriculum!"
"Why now?" My friend finis-
hed his drink and put the glass in a
desk drawer. "No course is chang-
ed at this late date without a
reason; I want to know what
happened to this one. ' '
"Perhaps because it is the last
Know Your
Women's Center
Since its inception last June,
the Women's Center has provided
a variety of public events which
have been well received: the poetry
readings of Adrienne Rich and the
Blue Spruce Poets, a mime perfor-
mance and workshop, a lecture by
feminist Kate Millett and a film
series covering pertinent issues.
The Center hopes that the lectures
and activities will not only promote
innovative thought on current
issues, social trends and human
awareness, but will also generate a
necessary concern and personal
commitment to these subjects.
Behind the sponsorship of
public events, the core of the
Center consists of the Women's
Center Coordinating Committee,
composed of nine faculty, staff and
administrators, and the informal
collectives that represent interest
groups. Existing collectives in-
clude: health, self-defense, study
topics, writers workshop, con-
sciousness raising, coffee house
gatherings, the arts, and a library
of women's literature. Participants
have been enthusiastic about the
collectives, and most have found
involvement to be a great oppor-
tunity for meeting others and
sharing experience, as well as
initiating activity. The Health
collective for example has been
instrumental in re-evaluating the
gynecological services.
The Arts collective is planning a
women artists series which will
sponsor lectures and exhibits by
women artists in the area.
Above all, the Center is a place
in which members of the Trinity
community are encouraged to
share their questions, assump-
tions, and other perceptions of
themselves, each other and their
community. The center hopes that
the interaction between members
will be personally, socially and
intellectually rewarding for those
who participate in our programs.
There is a W.C. bulletin board
located across from the mail boxes
in the Mather basement on which
all our events are posted. We
sincerely encourage all to explore
facilities and events offered by the
Women's Center. Men are wel-
come.
There will be an open house in
the Women's Center Friday, Feb.
3rd at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments and
music will warm you. Anyone
interested or curious, please come.
For further information or ques-
tions, contact a student representa-
tive: Lynn Gray 257-7805, Scotte
Gordon 246-6288, Box 512, Helen
Morrison 525-5894, Box 256, Julia
Vigneron, Box 640
Lockwood Plans
Nepal Climb
President Lockwood is ten-
tatively planning a trek for March
°( 1979 into the Ganesh region of
Central Nepal. The trip will take
approximately four weeks, and will
require permission from faculty
members for the two weeks
College will be in session.
This climb will provide an
°ption of remaining at a high base
Camp (15,000') or exploring higher
'he Tripod welcomes letters to
the Editor, but reserves the
"ght to edit them when neces-
sary. All letters must be signed;
name will be witheld from
Publication on request.
peaks in the region (20,000'). Some
climbing experience and good
physical condition are necessary.
There will be an optional visit to
certain Asian cities on the return
trip.
An alternative might be a trek
in Kenya with a climb of Lenana
(16,300;), depending on costs and
the interests of the group.
March is the time when
rhododendrons bloom in Nepal; it
is also the ideal season for Kenya.
Those interested should leave word
at the President's Office with your
name, box number and telephone,
so that a meeting can be arranged
soon. It is necessary to make
arrangements and place a small
deposit one year in advance so that
plans can be cleared with the
proper authorities.
week to drop courses without a
penalty," I suggested, but Cones
had already crawled under the bed
and found his raincoat.
"Dance 105 meets this after-
noon at 1:00," he said, peering at
the article once more. "Meet me at
the dance studios after one, and be
on your toes. This could be a tricky
case."
"Will you not at least join me
for lunch?" I asked. "They have
pink cake today." My friend had
few vices, but his addiction to Saga
pink cake bordered on the patholo-
gical.
Cones paused. "No," he said,
"I foresee a late lunch today, and
will save the pink cake for dinner."
He laughed. "After all, I cannot
have my cake and eat at two I''
It was a moment's walk from
Northam Towers to the dance
studios in Seabury. I arrived at
half-past one and settled down to
wait, Cones being nowhere in
sight.
The dancers were already at
work, practicing moves and turns
on the studio floor; I could not help.
but envy their grace ans skill.
There was one particularly lovely
blonde girl in a blue leotard; I
admired her form for some min-
utes, looking all the while to see if
Cones had come in.
"Take five," called the instruc-*
tor; the dancers broke up to relax
and converse. While scanning the
entrance again for signs of my
friend, whom should I catch the eye
of but the attractive blonde. She
nodded at me, I raised my hand in
salute; she smiled coquettishly and
inclined her head toward a sha-
dowy corner. Flattered by her
obvious interest, I nonchalantly left
my chair and hastened to meet her.
"Hi," I said, "You dance
beautifully."
"Wheaton, you are disgust-
ing," Sherbert Cones said.
"Cones," I cried in dismay. It
was my roommate indeed, clad in a
fantastic disguise.
"Oh, that this tutu solid flesh
would melt." Cones was struggling
out of his leotard. "Yes, Wheaton,
while you were ogling the women,
one of us was investigating the
studio."
"And what have you found,
Cones?"
"Here." Cones knelt and
touched his hand to the floor. As I
looked, I saw the floor to be cut and
chopped in a hundred places, as if
someone had hit it again and again
with an axe, never striking deeply
enough to cut through at any one
point. I opened my mouth to ask
Cones what it meant.
Suddenly, Cones sprang a-
round, grabbing me by the arm and
pointing back toward the dancers.
"Wheaton! the game is afoot!"
The entire Dance 105 class was
heading straight for us, too intent
on their spins and jumps to notice
us in the way. Their feet thumped
and thudded on the floor. It looked
as if we were to be trampled under
an avalanche of Danskins.
"We'll be snuffed out without
so much as a pas de deux," Cones
said in fear.
"We are trapped!" I cried.
"There's no Dworin or out of
here," Cones agreed. "Wheaton 1
To the window!"
In an instant, we had dashed to
the window, flung open the shut-
ters, and thrown up the sash. The
dancers were almost upon us.
"Jump for the bushes!" Cones
cried.
"Cones! We'll wake up the
rats!" I protested. Cones hurled
me out the window, dived out after
me, and plummeted into the
bushes far below just as the
stampede passed by above us.
"Great Scott, Cones, that was a
narrow escape!" I gasped. Two
students hurried up the Long Walk
to us. "What happened?" they
asked. "Are you all right?"
"Certainly," Sherbert Cones
answered. "We just dropped out of
dance class."
"But what does it all mean,
Cones?" I asked. We were sitting
at dinner that evening, recovered
from our adventure and enjoying
our roast beef. Cones was playing
with the salt shakers.
"It is the Civic Center disaster,
Wheaton," Cones said. "Or ra-
ther, it almost was."
"The roof of the Coliseum,
Cones? I don't understand."
"Wheaton." My friend put
down his fork and looked at me.
"What major group was going to
perform in the Hartford Civic
Center, but was left homeless by
the collapse?"
I saw the answer at once. "The
Ice Capades, Cones!"
"Precisely," Cones said. "The
Ice Capades is no rinky-dink
operation, Wheatofl. The loss of
the Hartford Civic Center cost them
a valuable booking."
"They would have lost thou-
sands of dollars!"
"Simple Hamilltonian econom-
ics," Cones agreed. "Not to
mention the rehearsal and practice
time, and what better place to
rehearse than a dance studio?"
'' And the marks on the floor!'' I
cried excitedly. "Their skates,
Cones!"
"Just so," Cones picked up his
milk glass thoughtfully. "Sixty
people on skates can go a long way
toward sawing through a wooden
floor. The studio we saw was
damaged comparatively little; the
other one — where Dance 305 was
scheduled—had its floor almost
cut through. The class was cancel-
led to prevent anyone from using
the floor before B&G could repair
it." He smiled. "Anyone trying to
dance there now would have
brought, down the house."
"Cones," I said in admiration,
"this is another wonderful success.
You have solved a mystery, saved
innocent lives, and all without
personal gain. Once again, 1 am
proud to be your roommate." My
friend remained silent for a mo-
ment.
"Can I have your pink cake?"
Sherbert Cones said.
You Say Good Buy, I Say Hell No
by Rick [Dash] Sager
^Students who attend Trinity
College aren't aware of the poten-
tial financial danger to which they
are subject, they think that after
they register and kiss away the
$3,000 plus a semester that they
are all set. How wrong can they be?
What Ignorance adorns them all!
For the first short hours at the
beginning of each semester, few
students are aware of the ramifi-
cations of their choice of schools.
The fault should not be placed on
the student, nor should the blame
be put on the college.' The evil
comes from a separate entity within
the confines of the ivied walls.
Everyone is subject to it and few
can escape its evil grasp. The
culprit (and please whisper the
name) ~ FoIIett's (which by the
way stand for Far Overpriced, Long
Lines, Expensive Trashy Trinkets).
The hardest hit is the freshman
class who, with little knowledge of
what lurks within those seldom
open doors, goes in psychologically
unprepared to meet with the worst
of all FoIIett's nightmares: not
enough cash. But no one, not even
you, are exempt from the shock of
opening up the front cover of a
required book only to be met with a
price tag which requires either the
mortgaging of your house or the
signing away of your first-born
male child.
But authorities at Trinity really
are doing a lot to combat the
inconveniences placed on the stu-
dents by the astronomical prices.
First, they're planning to install
smelling salt dispensers through-
out the store to combat the
fainting spells caused by the shock
of having to pay $10.95 for a $3.95
paperback. The smelling salts will
also aid in combating fatigue
sustained from standing in line for
5 hours without moving while at the
same time being forced to talk to
the next person in line who in
actuality you can't stand.
Another proposal by the proper
authorities is for the Installation of
a cardio-pulmonary resusritator at
each check-out counter for heart
attacks sustained by students on
finding out how much they owe.
An alternative plan by the
college but highly objected to by
FoIIett's is the imposition of price
controls on the merchandise, forc-
ing prices to come down to
somewhere around 25% above
suggested retail, thereby cutting
profits to only windfall status.
It would also be nice if by some
stroke of genius the bookstore was
to have at the beginning of the
semester enough books ordered to
satisfy everyone's requirements.
But that would be asking the
impossible and going against their
policy of "This class needs forty
books? Okay, we'll order twenty
and hope people drop out."
Unfortunately when this is done for
every class, books indeed end up in
short supply.
But the bookstore does have
some good points, too. They are
closed quite a bit which allows
' students to save their money, and
on rare occasion, they will cash
your check as long as you have the
proper I.D. (even though they've
seen you a thousand times) and as
long as the check isn't for an
amount which is a positive number.
And just think! Cashing a check
only costs 15c. A. true bargain
seeing that students only do an
estimated $500,000.00 business
with them a year. We really
couldn't expect them to cash our
checks for free like the local
merchants. That would be too nice,
and 1 can only stand so much.
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Arts
Mov ie Review f
by Thomas A. Champ
•' The Proud Valley Giant Robeson''
"The Proud Valley" was
released in 1940, and was still on
the studio floor at the outbreak of
World War II. It was a British
production directed by Pen
Tennyson (a direct descendant of
the poet laureate) and produced by
Michael Balcon. The story was
written by Herbert Marshall and
Fredda Brilliant and was originally
entitled "David Goliath."
The story is of David Goliath, a
young black seaman from Cardiff,
who travels, to the village of
Blaendy in the coal-mining district
of Wales in search of work. Rather
than a story of a black man, it is an
account of life in a Welsh mining
village. The hazards of the miners'
life are brilliantly reproduced while
the tragedy of unemployment is
poignantly revealed on a backdrop
of the pithead, slag heap and
cottages of the mining village
which conveys an authentic and
convincing atmosphere.
David Goliath portrayed by
Paul Robeson (April 9, 1898—
January 23,1976) is truly a giant of
a human being in "The Proud
Valley." However, his strength of
character and physique are utilized
for the uplift of Blaendy, a Welsh
mining valley that becomes his
adopted home. As a seaman from
Cardiff, the home life and com-
munity spirit that Goliath finds in
this mining village are particularly
|caat. He fills a void in both
"'a»ge'tnftle. chorus and the
home of David Parry, the choir
master, who is under financial
strain since his son, Emlyn, is soon
to marry and leave the household.
The character of Goliath, however,
is by no means philistine in nature,
as he quickly is accepted by his
fellow workers and their families in
the tightly knit valley. The sym-
bolic significance of the character's
first name is not readily apparent;
however, as the film proceeds, it is
clear that Robeson would lead and
rescue this people as had the young
Jewish boy in 1200 B.C. The 20th
Century Philistine giant is a coal-
mining corporation based in
London, 200 miles away. As such, it
is unconcerned with the society
that revolves around the operation
of the mine. Initially it appears that
Robeson will only rescue the male
chorus via his beautiful bass voice;
however, with the conclusion of
the film it is obvious that Robeson
has rescued the entire village from
certain economic destruction.
Tragedy strikes the village on
the day of the 'Eisteddfod (an
annual choral competition.) Parry,
the choir master, is killed in an
explosion in the mine. The pit is
closed, and the whole village is
thrown out of work. After a year of
unemployment, David and Emlyn,
Parry's son, decide to lead a
delegation to walk the 200 miles to
London to discuss ways of opening
the mine again with the owners.
The delegation arrives in London
Beals Solo Upcoming
Margaret Beals' concert in the
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center, on Feb. 4, will include
"pure, dance", improvization, and
"danced poetry." Danced poetry is
a new, highly acclaimed theatre-
dance form pioneered by Ms.
Beals. Dance Magazine says,
"Beals' danced poetry is an extra
special gift." The program will
feature the poetry of Edna St.
Vincent Millay, Sylvia Plath and
Carl Sandburg. Also performed
will be the danee "Madhonor" and
works created with Musician
Michael Rod.
Tickets are $4.00 for general
admission and $2.50 for students
and senior citizens. Through the
courtesy of a Student Government
Association subsidy, Trinity
students with I.D. will be admitted
for $1.50.
A special Master Class in
Improvization will be offered by
Beals at noon on the day of per-
formance. Fees are $3.00 for
participants and $1.50 for ob-
servers. For information and
reservations call the Austin Arts
Center Box Office at 527-8062.
just as war is declared and the need
for coal becomes more urgent.
The owners are reluctant to
reopen the mine because of the
dangers involved. Emlyn convinces
the owners to allow them to take
the risk to attempt putting the mine
back into operation. In their
courageous attempt, a cave-in
traps the men. The only hope for
escape is for one man to blast a
passage through the fallen debris.
The comraderie of the miners is
continually pointed up whether in
the pits, on the slag heaps or on the
trek to London. "Down here in the
mine we all look as black as one
another. Down here race or color
does not matter; we are all the
same, all workers and friends
together." This is the social
comment that is superimposed
upon the universality of the music
medium. "All through the night"
becomes a musical theme for the
movie, and points up the reality of
an absence of sunlight down in the
pit. The sympathetic, yet proud,
portrayal of the mining com-
munity's misfortune in the af-
termath of the gas explosion is only
surpassed by the compelling and
moving pathos of Robeson's
rendition of the old Negro spiritual
"Deep River."
As Robeson lights the all too
short fuse to a dynamite charge at
the climax of the film in full
knowledge that his actions call for
the greatest sacrifice, one is forced
to reflect upon the sacrifice that
this noble giant made in life for his
convictions and his fellow man.
The impact of this final scene is
even more powerful when one
realizes that in reciting the last
speech of Othello, Robeson's most
famous role, in his last two con-
certs in the United States (Car-
negie Hall in May, 1958 and
Mother A.M.E. Zion Church in
June, 1958), Robeson deliberately
changed the words as he had
earlier done with "Old Man River."
"loved not wisely but to well" to
"loved full wisely but too well."
Poetry
The 1978 Connecticut Student
Poets will be reading at Trinity
Wednesday, February 1, 1978 at
8:00 p.m. in Wean Lounge. All
members of the Trinity Communi-
ty are- invited to attend. Refresh-
ments will be served afterwards.
Kress Collection at Austin
Trinity College is fortunate to
possess eight paintings of the
Italian Renaissance and Baroque
known as the Kress Study
Collection, now on exhibit in the
Austin Arts Center through
February 4th. The Samuel H. Kress
Foundation generously distributed
a number of works of its vast
collection'during the early 1%0's to
selected academic institutions
throughout, for study purposes.'
Earlier the National Gallery of Arts
in Washington, D.C., had been the
recipient of more than four
hundred works donated by the
foundation.
It is the purpose of this
exhibition to show the Trinity
Community the paintings, so that
the viewers can be exposed to the
- historical and cultural message.
Although the collection is small, it
serves to illustrate some of the
major characteristics of the Italian
art of the periods.
Viewers are welcome to
constructively challenge the
exegesis of these paintings in order
to obtain that ever elusive goal,
knowledge and understanding of
the nature of art.
ANYTHING GOES
The music department
announces open auditions for its
production of Cole Porter's
Anything Goes. Gerald Moshell
of the music faculty is musical
director and Sarah Barrett, '78 is
stage director arid
choreographer.
Auditions will be held on
Monday, Feb. 6, from either
1:00 - 6:00 p.m. or 9:00 - 11:00
p.m. in Room 101, Austin Arts
Center. Singers should prepare
a song and sign up on the music
department bulletin board for
an audition slot. A collection of
Broadway songs is on reserve in
the Arts Center Music L'tarj if
students need help in selecting
an appropriate number,
Anything Goes will be
presented the weekend of April
21 in the Goodwin Theatre,
Tech people are, of. course,
needed, and they are en-
couraged to contact Mr.
Moshell in the music depart-
ment.
toma
RESTAURANT
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Piano Recital: 2 Perspectives
Hard to Top It
The Trinity Tripod, January 31,197«, | i l l
by Lynn Susman
Friday evening. January 27, the
Trinity College Music Department
presented the first in a series of
Friday evening concerts, featuring
Debbie and Suzanne Sobol, piano
four-hands.
The performance of piano four-
hands differs from solo piano work
because it requires a coordination
and technique very different from
solo work and from mixed in-
strumental ensembles.
The performance of the Sobol
sisters was a duet in every sense of
the word. As the lights went out,
the audience was struck with the
feeling that they were seeing
double. However, as the Sobol
sisters played, the listener was
aware of the two opposing voice
parts blending to produce one
sound. The matching outfits, the
similar profiles, and the seemingly
natural synchronization of rhythm
and movement enhanced the
musical the technical excellence of
this duo.
Debbie and Suzanne Sobol,
both alumnae of Smith College,
intended solo careers in piano, and
teach today at Longy School in
Boston and Haverhill Academy,
respectively. Debbie and Suzanne
formed a duo in 1973. The playing
of four-hands piano music is much
more popular in Europe than in the
United States; therefore much of
their performing has been abroad.
Both sisters agreed that the most
difficult aspect of four hands
playing is the physical distance, As
observed, especially in the bass
runs of the Mozart Sonata, there is
often little room in duet playing.
"Being sisters helps here,"
remarked Suzanne,", as you don't
mind an occasional poke with an
elbow." Debbie commented that
the whole technique of duet
playing differs from solo work. A
pianist tends to have a heavy right
hand, whereas in duet work the left
hand must play strongly and
support the melody line. On
listening to the Sobol sisters,
however, it is apparent that these
difficulties are practically non-
existent for them and their duet
playing is free from technical
problems.
The selections performed by
Debbie and Suzanne Sobol con-
tained some of the great works of
piano four-hands repertoire. The
program opened with Franz
Schubert's Fantasy in F Minor. The
Fantasy was characterized by its
contrasting movements from a
fluid allegro molto moderato,
followed by the Largo and the
dynamic passages of the Allegro
vivace. The articulate phrasing and
lyrical right hand melody were
particularly good features of this
performance.
Schubert's F Minor Fantasy was
contrasted by the lesser-known
piano sonata of Paul Hindemith.
The Hindemith sonata was
superbly performed, technically
and musically. The sonata opened
with dissonant passages which
changed from modern to romantic.
The middle movement "Lebhaft"
had a Gershwin-like jazz sound.
The third movement further
demonstrated the technical and
artistic ability of each sister,
particularly with the bass melodies.
The second half of the program
opened with the delightful Debussy
Petite Suite. The Sobol sisters
illustrated the flowing quality of
the work. The rolling passages in
the bass of En Bateau indeed gave
the impression of floating on the
water. The nature of the Cortege
was light and sunny. Both, the
minuet and ballet had the delicate
and graceful qualities peculiar to
the music of Claude Debussy. This
piece was very much enjoyed by
the audience and the sisters due to
its light and charming nature.
The finale of the program was
the Mozart Sonata in F Major. The
finest of all duet sonatas, it is
characterized by its grandiose and
symphonic nature. The sonata
begins with an adagio theme which
expands to symphonic proportions
in the Allegro di molot. The genius
of the Sobol sisters in this piece is
their ability to create the sounds of
an orchestra. One could have
closed one's eyes and effortlessly
imagined a pair of horns and oboes.
The Andante was a stately,
majestic movement transforming
one back to the courts of Mozart's
time. The Allegro movement
continued the stately nature of the
Andante with more jesting and
folly suggested. The piece again
rose to symphonic proportions with
the intertwining of melodies and
harmonies. The Sobol sisters
performance of the Mozart F
Major Sonata glorifies celebrated
Mozart on his 222nd birthday.
The performance of the Sobol
sisters was intriguing to the
musician and amateur. The next
concert in the Friday evening series
will be on February 10 .
John Rose and the brass ensemble will be performing in the Chapel
on February 3rd at 8:15 p.m.
If Only It Hadn't Been Mozart
by Tony Shenton
Schubert's Fantasy (op. 103, D.
940), a piece with a spritely melody
in rhythm and dynamics, is
characteristic of a pre-romantic
piece. From an allegro molto
moderato, the fantasy progressed
to a largo, in double and triple
dotted rhythm, forcing the
performers to use their innermost
reserves of rhythmic sense.
Adorned melodies in imitative style
led the way back to another
allegro, which combined the two
previous forms in melodic and
harmmonic style. However, this
movement, with the additional
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"vivace" marking, showed the
pianists' virtuosity by means of its
very moving and swift melodies.
The last movement was a return to
the first tempo and theme, but with
a new development section. The
artists played with great dexterity,
and with great attention to the
difficult details of this piece.
Dissonant to the ear, the Sonata
by Hindemith aroused great
controversy: from the audience,
ranging from overly negative to
highly laudatory.
The duo played the moving
contrapuntal and chordal sections
of the first movement and the third
movement well, but the second
captured the most attention.
Playful melodies dominated it,
bopped by very strategic
placement of rests for a "stoptime"
effect. It was this bounciness that
made even those who disliked
Hindemith find something
magnetic about the work, and
those who already liked it found
that this was the most memorable
movement of the concert.
As this is a slightly im-
pressionistic work, the Petite Suite
provided a delightful contrast to
the Hindemith. Both performers
seemed to like this work.
Often called the finest Mozart
four-hand sonata, this rendition of
the piece proved why only great
duos should attempt it. With its
difficult ornamentation and rather
sudden distinct dynamic changes, it
proved a great challenge for the
two, which was not quite sur-
mounted. Throughout the whole
work, (Adagio, allegro, andante,
and allegro), the sense of musical
incohesiveness prevailed between
what was written and what was
played, making this the least
satisfactory work on the program.
Nevertheless, the Sobol sisters'
talents are not small, for they
certainly had great success with the
first three pieces on the program •
and this reviewer hopes that the
Mozart will reappear in better form
at a future concert.
A career in l a w -
wfthout law school.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap Between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradi-
tionally done by lawyers.
Three months of Intensive training can give you the
skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered—choose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations in over 80 cities.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.
We will visit your campus on:
Wednesday, March 1
The Institute for
Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.
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W. Artie C.
ATTENTION ARTISTS! WRTC
News is sponsoring a contest to see
who can design the cleverest
characterization of W. Artie C,
newsman. W. Artie C. will help us
to publicize 89.3.
He will appear on T-shirts and
bumper-stickers advertizing the
news and the winner will have the
honor of having his/her entry
displayed publicly in addition to
receiving a free T-shirt.
All entries should b& sent to
WRTCc/o Debbie Green, Box 1078
as of Eriday, February 3,
Puerto Rico
Exchange
Trinity continues to maintain a
small exchange program with the.
University of Puerto Rico, and
Trinity sophomores or juniors are
welcome to apply to participate in
the program for the Fall Term 1978 ,
or the full academic year 1978-79.
Interested students should talk
with both Professor Andrian and
Dean Winslow as soon as possible.
Applications are due during the
month of February.
Youth Internship
The Hartford Human Relations
Commission, located on 550 Main
St., is seeking an intern to help
organize their summer youth pro-
gram, which is both educational &
recreational. During the summer
the intern would become director of
^ p program, a paid position,
Interested education, psy-
chology or sociology major should
call Barbara Peterson of HRC at
566-4112. Previous work experi-
ence with young people is desir-
able.
Environmental
Internship
- '•• ThecConnecticit'?Aiudub6n'So-
ciety, located at 60 Washington
Street, is a citizen action group
which watchdogs environmental
commissions & the State legis-
lature. If you are interested in an
internship with leading state en-
vironmentalists on issues such as
preservation of farm lands, coastal
area management, the bottle •bill,
and the plan of conservation and
development call Wanda Rickerby •
at 527-8737.
Panel Discussion
On Monday, February 6, at 7
p.m. in Alumni Lounge, there will
be a panel discussion on Women
and Health Careers, sponsored by
the Career Counseling Office and
the Trinity Women's Center.
Speakers will include a pediatri-
cian, a midwife, a public • health
administrator, and a State? health
planning official. AH interested
members of the Trinity community,,
are invited to attend.
Summer Workshop
A workshop sponsored by the
Career Counseling Office entitled
The Shape of Summer — '78, will
be offered by Betsy Palmieri and
Keats Jarmon. The workshop will
be held on Monday, Feb. 6,
3:00-5:00 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge.
East Anglia
Exchange
Students interested in this
exchange with a British university
for the 1978-1979 academic year or
for the Spring of 1979 are reminded
to read, the information in the
maroon binder in the Office of
Educational Services & Records
and to obtain a copy of the
procedure sheet for applying.
Applications should be submitted
by 1 March 1978. Interested:
applicants might also wish to speak
to a UEA student here on exchange
this year, Katherine Bowden, or
Trinity students who were at UEA
last year: H. Scotte Gordon and
Deborah J.Sikkel,
At least eight places are
available for the coming academic
year.
Spring Externships
Spring Career Externships may
be arranged in public administra-
' tion in Washington, D.C., and in
arts administration at the Cleve-
land Institute of Art. Externships
are non-paid, non-credit experi-
ences for one working week during
the Spring vacation period. Free
housing is available for the Cleve-
land Institute of Art externship. If
you are interested in either of these
opportunities, contact Jean King in
the Career Counseling Office no
later than February 3,1978.
joining Cerberus, tonight, in Wean
Lounge at 7:00.
SOF Possibilities
Trinity undergraduates have
complained that there is a need for
more informal, non-graded, intel-
lectual stimulation allowing for
more student participation. The
IDP's (Individualized Degree Pro-
gram) independent mode of study
has led some students to complain
of the program's inherent isolation.
If you are interested in the
program's possibilities, have sug-
gestions and/or time to help
develop the program, call the IDP
office or drop a note to Carl
Guerriere, box 79.
Eucharist Service Mystic Seaport
There will be a eucharist every
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the
chapel beginning February 1st and
continuing through lent until
spring vacation.
Pianist Featured
Students for Music at Trinity
will present a Postlude with
William Rothstein, piano, on
Wednesday, February 1, at 8:15
p;m. in Garmany Hall. Mr. Roth-
stein will perform works by Chopin,
Beethoven, and Sessions. A re-
ception will follow.
SMAT Meeting
Students for Music at Trinity
(SMAT) will hold a general meet-
ing on Thursday, February 2, at
3:15 p.m. in Room 101 (AAC). We
will determine directions for the
remainder of the year, and all
interested students are encouraged
to attend!
Cerberus Meeting
There will be an organizational
meeting for all those interested in
For Call when you
Delicious lea^e - it will
Pizza and Hot i5>e ready upon
Oven Grinders- arrrival
Now serving Pastrami
Cappicola & Veal Cutlet Grinders
Phone
247-0234
Across ftom South Campus
287...New Britain Avenue
Hartford
Richard Staron
prop.
The program in Maritime
Studies sponsored at Mystic
Seaport by Williams College and
the Seaport is open to students
from selected institutions. Trinity
College is one Of the institutions
that may send students for study at
this interdisciplinary program on
man's relationship with the sea.
The application deadline is 10
February 1978. Other materials
about the program and individual
student evaluations of it are
available in an orange binder in the
Office of Educational Services and
Records. Interested students are
asked to consult with both Profes-
sor Sloan and Dean Winslow.
African Term
The St. Lawrence University
Nairobi Semester Program will be
held in Africa for the summer 1978
as well as the fall term 1978. The
deadline for,appjying for partici-
pation in the fall terik is 3 March. •
Dwight Inman from Trinity
College participated in this pro-
gram last year, and William
Ambrose is participating in it this
. term. • • • ••<••
More information on this pro-
gram is available in the Office of
Educational Services and Records.
•Normally, a student participant
undertakes an internship, and he or
she may then select courses from
the following areas: African litera-
ture;"' Anthropology, Geography,
Government, or History, of 'East
Africa.:..: • • . . . , . '
During the summer, a course in
Vertebrate Zoology and Animal
Ecology and one in Tropical Field
Botany will be offered.
12 College
Exchange
Students wishing to participate
in the 12-College Exchange for
both semesters or either semester
(including spring) 1978-1979 are
asked to consult the 12-College
Catalogues and other materials
available in the Office of
Educational Services and Records.
Application blanks and procedure
sheets are available in the Office of
Educational Services & Records.
Application deadline is Friday
February 3, 1978.
Barbieri Center
Applications to participate in
the 1978 Fall Semester Program of
the Barbieri Center/ Rome
Campus may be obtained in the
Office of Educational Services. The
application deadline is March 1,
1978, but early applications are
encouraged.
British Study
The Institute of International {
Education in New York City
sponsors several British university
summer schools, and these will be
held, respectively, at the
Universities of Birmingham, Kent,
London, Oxford and Edinburgh
during July and August 1978.
More information is available in
the Office of Educational Services
and Records. The deadline for
application is March 1, 1978. •
Trinity Folk Society
The Trinity Folk Sow*/ will
hold a meeting Thursday, February
2; in Goodwin Lounge at 7:30 p.m.
The meeting will consider the
future existence of TFS. All those
interested in keeping folk awl
alternative music at Trinity are
urged to attend..:
Film On China
"The East is Red," a film from
the People's Republic of China,
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. °«
February 1st in McCoo*
Auditorium. Sponsored by the
y.S.-China People's Friendship
Association,.'the film presents
episodes from the Chinese
Revolution. A fifty cent donation is
requested.
Women's Group Job Opportunity
There will be a meeting for all
women interested in starting a
Conciousness Raising/ Support
Group on Wednesday, February
1st at 4:00 in the Women's Center -
third floor Mather.
World Affairs
Meeting
The World Affairs Organization
will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. on
February 2nd in the Alumni
Lounge. Business will include the
election of officers and discussion
of plans for spring semester
activities. AH members and in-
terested students are strongly
urged to attend.
Changing Courses
Tuesday, January 31, 1978, is
the last day to add courses to one's
program of study for the Trinity
Term 1978. It is also the last day to
drop a course from one's program
of study in order to avoid having a
"DR" entered on one's Permanent
Record Card (transcript).
The Hawthorne Cedar KnoU
School, in particular Hem n
House, are offering qu«M«?
applicants the opportunity to *or
with disturbed children ».
summer internship program, i
Hawthorne School is lookingjo
qualified college students wno w
to work hard and participate in o
recreational, educat ional^ ,
clinical programs. Salary
with experience. Room and boar *
are included. Please inquiry ^ !
John Langseder-Unit D^ecto
Mr. Howard Feinberg
Intern Program Co
Heming House-Hawthorne
KnoUs School, 226 Linda A
Hawthorne, New York 1Q5J/
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More Sports
Varsity Hockey Snaps Losing Streak
by Nancy Lucas
The Bants of Trinity got over a
two game losing streak by beating
Nichols at the Glastonbury Arena
on Saturday, 5-3. After being
defeated by Division III power-
house, Westfield State, on Mon-
day, 8-5, and Iona, 6-3, on
Wednesday, Saturday's win made
the Bants glad to be home.
In the Springfield Olympia on
the 23rd, highly ranked Westfield
State took control in the second
period with four unanswered goals.
The score prior to that had been
2-2, as a result of goals by Clint
Brown and Charlie LaLone, the
latter coming while Trin was
shorthanded.
Trinity came within two when
the outstanding effort of Bob
Plumb produced a goal, with an
assist going to Peter Lawson-John-
ston. George Brickley then added
two, bringing his season total to 18.
But time was Trin's foe, and the
game ended as a loss for the Blue
Bantams.
Hoping to better their record in
Division HI, the Bantams made the
long trek to the Westchester
Skating Center to meet Iona..
Iona surprised everyone by coming \
out flying, and they outshot and
outscored the hapless Bants. Dave
Peters scored in the second period,
knocking in the rebound of a good
shot by Tom Chase which had
handcuffed the goalie. Clint Brown
also picked up a goal in that period
when he tipped in Dana Barnard's
blistering shot from the point on a
power play. Short-handed in the
third period, Rick Margenot faced
off in the Iona end, then proceeded
Lenahan Player Of The Week
Senior Tom Lenahan was
named ECAC Division III
Hockey Player of the Week, for
the week ending Jan, 21.The
Bantam co-captain scored seven
his first line center position,
helping the team to a 2-1 record
for the week.
Lenny = was Trinity's top
scorer last season with 45 points
goals and added one assist from on 26 goals and 19 assists.
Women's Squash
Triumphant
by Katrina Abort
Last Saturday the women's
Varsity squash team met Middle^
bury and Wesleyan, at Wesleyan,
for a tri-match. The Trinity women
proved to be far stronger than
either of their opponents, beating
Middlebury, 7-0 and wiping out
Wesleyan, 6-1.
Among the matches played,
there were some exciting ones.
Captain Marion Dewitt, #1, had a
good match against the #1 player
for Middlebury, and Beth Davison
had a very close contest against her
Wesleyan opponent. Most of the
other matches were won in three
games.
Although the matches were not
that tough, it was tiring to play
twice in one day. The players found
that Coach Millspaugh's urging to
be in shape had proved to be a
definite assets especially the se-
cond time around.
The team is looking ahead with
confidence to a strong season,
despite some initial concerns.
Trinity will meet both of these
teams again within the next week,
Middlebury first, here at 4:30 on
February 2nd, then Wesleyan and
many other east coast teams for the
Howe Cup Tourney at Yale. The
top eight players will travel to New
Haven next week for the Tourney.
The women's J.V. team played
Taft last Tuesday, January 24th.
The team had very few problems in
beating the Taft girls, shutting
them out 9-0. For some of the
players, it was the first matches of
their squash careers. They did fine
jobs and are ready to do the same
in the next match. The J.V. looks
forward to a strong, and hopefully,
winning season, as does the varsity.
Next week's matches will be on
January 31st, J.V. vs. Westmin-
ster at 6:00 and on February 2nd,
there is another tri-match for the
Varsity against Middlebury (4:30)
and U. Penn (7:30). Both are at
home. See you there I
Swimming
, cont. from p. 16
Joe Lenny,. Eberle, Wobst, and
soph Mike McGovern blazed to a
win to put the Aardvarks back in
their holes.
This coming week the Trinmen
will pull out their battle axes to
fend off the Cardinals of Wesleyan
at HOME, Wednesday at 7:00
and the Worms of M.I.T. at HOME
Saturday, at 2:00. Both meets will
prove very exciting. Support is
welcomed at both contests as last
year the mob stormed an opposing
team's relay causing them to
disqualify and scatter. Be there,
Aloha.
to shoot the puck past the
astounded goalie. However, that
was the most Trin coud muster as
they went down in defeat in a
penalty-ridden, heartbreaking
game.
The Bants redeemed them-
selves on Saturday in front of a
Trinity crowd when they defeated
Nichols, 5-3. In the opening
minutes, George Brickley got his
first of two goals on a power play.
Peter Lawson-Johnston then scored
on a beautiful slap shot, with
assists going to Brickley and Dave
Martin.
With Trin a man down for four
minutes in the third period, the
team' of Clint Brown and Rick
Margenot did a fine job killing off
the penalty, and even got a goal in
the process. Margenot scored on a
perfect shot to the top left-hand
corner, after Brown got it to him on
the face-off. George Brickley then
got his second goal to finish out the
scoring.
Hoping that Saturday's game is
a prelude for what's to come, Trin
is going to Amherst on Feb. 1, and
on Feb. 4, they meet Bryant
College at home.
Kick Margeaot frustrate* aNIdMbOraataad taa*«d)epadkapti»k*.
photo by Mary Lee Sote
White Swan Cafe
528 Park St. ,„;
-Under New Management-
Coffeehouse atmosphere
in a place that doesn't
serve coffee!
Live Entertainment
nightly by
Stone Creek
on the guitar and banjo!
Mon-Ihurs-until 2:00
Fri. & Sat. - until 3:00
Sunday - until 12:00
A Unique Place for Everyone!
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Bantam
by Nick Noble
The last twenty years of Trinity
Basketball have been, in the words
of Charles Dickens, "the best of
times...the worst of times." Jay
McWilliams and Robie Shults, the
Wayne Sokolosky, whose 1,357 career points is the
second highest in Bantam basketball history.
photo by Steve Roberts (1976)
Schedule Changes
JV Squash: vs. Deerfield, originally scheduled for Jan. 21 will be :
played Jan. 31, 3:45, AWAY, and vs. Choate, originally scheduled
for Feb. 25 will be played Feb. 6. 2:30, AWAY.
Trinity Pina House
§27-9088
liTNE
Free Delivery of Pizza
10% off on Pizza orders picked up
with Trinity I.D. only
114 New Britain Ave.
<St. Offsi
Fine Italian Jewelry in Sterling Salver
49% Discount
from $10 $30
524-5762
on campus
Part Threes The Last
Two Decades
two successors to Ray Oosting's
thirty-three year reign as head
coach, put together eight of the
finest and five of the dismalest
seasons ever achieved by a Trinity
basketball team, along with a
handful of borderline campaigns
that could have gone either way.
Oosting's final season was a
very poor 1-17 showing, and the
following year's team, while dis-
playing some improvement under
the aegis of Jay McWilliams,
continued in basically the same
vein with a season's mark of 4-12.
The 1959 squad was a solid .500
club, and with the dawning of the
new decade, the sixties, Jay
McWilliams put together a fine
14-4 squad in only his third year as
head coach. The fine shooting of
junior John Norman was the
mainstay of that club.
In 1962 McWilliams again put
together an excellent 11-7 team. On
that team, then a sophomore, was a
fine scorer who was to become the
first Trinity player to amass one
thousand or more points during his
college career: Barry Leghorn,
totalling 1,066 points between
1961-1964, Leghorn began what
might be called Trinity's era of the
thousand point star. Six other fine
Bantam basketballers achieved this
mark or bettered it in the twelve
years to follow.
The Big Streak began in '64. It
was McWilliams' final year * as
coach. He was to be suceeded by
the then freshman mentor Robert
E. "Robie" Shults. During the
three years from 1964-66 the
Trinity Varsity compiled a 44-15
record, culminating in the finest
Bantam Basketball season ever:
1966's incredible 18-3 achieve-
ment. Leghorn, Jim Belfiore (1,369
career points, a Trinity record), and
Don Overbeck (1,139 career points)
led this potent team. In his junior
year Belfiore averaged 24,5 points
per game, and the team averaged
89.1.
Robie Shults' career as Trinity
Basketball coach was a series of
peaks and valleys. After his initial
12-7 and 18-3 teams, there followed
three years of mediocre results:
9-12, 3-17 (aaughl), and 9-12. In
1970 a fine 13-8 record was made,
behind the stellar scoring of
Howard Greenblatt (1,214 career
points) and Joe Pantalone. Panta-
lone's achievement of 1,124 points
over his Trinity career is even more
impressive then you realize that he
did it in only three seasons. The
82% foul shooting of Al Floyd also
contributed greatly to the team's
success.
In 1974 another superlative
season, with an excellent 17-7
record, took place. This was rapidly
followed by a fine 15-5 season in
1976. Bob Pickard's foul shooting,
and the consistently high scoring of
Othar Burks (1,130 career points)
and Wayne Sokolosky (1,357 career
points) were the mainstays of these
fine years.
The college game has changed
considerably since its inception.
For Trinity the changes have been
fast and furious. It was only a
quarter century ago that Trinity
was playing the likes of Holy Cross
and Yale, and while not always
beat them, still able to compete at
their level. Good basketball players
are rarer and rarer in small colleges
today, and because of what I call
the "recruiting cycle" the history
of Trinity Basketball is and ever
shall be a graph of peaks and
chasms. Still, there was a glory, not
too long ago, and there will be
again.
Varsity Hoopsters Fall To 1-7
fey John Mayo
, The Trinity Basketball team's
dismal hoop season continued as
they dropped two lopsided contests
to Williams (87-49) and Kings Pt.
(79-59). the Bantams are now 1-7
on the 77-78 campaign.
The Bantams took the long bus
ride to Williamstown last Tuesday
but it wasn't nearly as long as the
trip back turned out to be. Williams
(5-4) stretched a 35-25 half-time
lead into an 87-49 blowout of The
Bantams. Trin was clearly domi-
nated in two major facets of the
game. Not only did they lose the
battle of the boards, 38-22 but they
.also shot a woeful 30% from the
field compared to a creditable 52%
for The Ephmen. The Trinity
scoring attack was lead by Artie
Blake's 16 points and Sophomore
Barry Shendell's 13 markers.
Then Friday night before the
home fans, Trinity jumped out to a
quick 5-0 lead over Kings Pt. on a
3-point play by Jackie Thompson
and a bucket by Dave Whalen. The
lead blossomed to 24-10 midway
through the half as Thompson and
Walen combined for 7 more hoops.
In fact, things were going so well
for the Bantams that little 5 '8"
Senior guard Steve Krasker even
managed to tip in a missed shot.
, Unfortunately, the taller visitors
from The Merchant Marine Acad-
emy settled down and worked the
balllow for good percentage shots.
Also, trinity's torrid shooting
turned completely cold over the last
10 minutes of the half. As a result,
Kings Pt. went to the locker room
trailing only 40-36.
Things got even worse m fee
second half as the Bants couldn't
seem to buy a basket. They scored
a modest 2 points in the initial 7
minutes of the second half. Not
only was Trinity shooting blase but
their shot selection was also poor.
Meanwhile, Kings Pt. contin-
ued to pile up the points with their
inside game. Trinity's coach Bill
Harmon was so disgusted with his
team's play in the second half that
he put in an entire new team at the
13-minute mark. In the fourth
period, about the only thing tw
crowd had to cheer about was
Willie Rosshirt's high hurdle ot
chair to save the ball from going
out of play. Whalen and Thompson
lead the scoring with 12 and
points respectively.
by John Mayo
The Junior Varsity team was
involved in a pair of squeakers tnis
week. They upended Williams by a
single point on a last-second shot
and were edged by Kings Pt., 69-67
i n o v e r t i m e . . . / • • •
In the Kings Pt. Contest, Bill
Gabor was a one-man gang in the
first half. He had 12 of Trinity's first
14 points, some pretty assists and
he also forced several turnovers.
Gabor, along with John Bertolini's
3-point play and some sloppy
ballhandling by the visitors,
enabled Trin to lead at the half, 33-
28. In the final 20 minutes, Gabor
and his teammates were extremely
JV Basketball Splits A Close Pair
With their backs to the wall, Kings
cold from the field. They managed
only 2 points in the first 10 minutes.
However, down the stretch,
Bertolini hit a hoop from long
range and Freshman John Ewing
chipped in with two straight
jumpers. With 27 seconds to play,
Gabor hit a jumper from the deep
corner giving Trinity a 58-56 lead.
SUPER WINNER
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUET FULLY
STRUNG WITH TOURNAMENT NYLON
SPECIAL
ONLY$19.95
We also offer T-Shirt
Lettering
247-9905
112 New Britain Ave.
Women's Lacrosse
All women interested in
Lacrosse, there will be an
important meeting Feb. 1st, 7:30
p.m. TansiU Sports Room,
Ferris Athletic Center. Contact
Coach Robin Sheppard if
unable to attend.
Pt. knotted the score to send the
game into overtime.
The overtime session ^
highlighted by some clutch
shooting by Trinity (7-8.
straight by Gabor) and wi
seconds to play the score was
even. Then right before the ""
the visitors sank a short jum
E & E i 2 E £ E i
^ a 69-67 victory. The J.V. squad i
8, «°
a n d ™ *
ff| 4 on the year.
p WRTC SPORTS expands its 1"
V broadcasting to hockey an
I basketball this semester. *
r
' home games of both team
through the months-of January ^
and February will be aired. M -
time for each game v n u ^ ;
3
event.
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Men's Squash Sweeps To Victory
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by Jeff Granfield and Nick Noble
It was an incredible winning
week for Men's Varsity Squash at
Trinity. On Wednesday the
racqueteers took on the Lord Jeffs
of Amherst, and Trin triumphed
decisively, 8-1 in the final stan-
dings. Then over the weekend the
Bantams swept all comers in the
John A. Mason Round-Robin
Squash Championship Tourney,
played on Trinity's home courts.
A melange of spectators were
on hand to witness Wednesday's
annihilation of Amherst. Much of
the attention was focused on court
ft 3 where Page Landsdale took on
T
the best that Amherst had to offer.
The first game was close and ex-
citing, ending at the tie-breaker 17-
16 Landsdale. The second game
was taken by his Amherst op-
ponent 6-15, but then he came on
strong, and the final two games
went 15-9 to Landsdale. This match
between that day's two premier
players seemed to set a pattern of
events which recurred throughout
the rest of the Varsity contest.
Amherst would come on strong
early in a match, and then would
fade slowly, giving way to Trinity's
tenacious determination and hard
conditioning.
Charlie Wilson swept his
e h i* ,
and evrf
:aks and
willit
half. Net
jri thtH*
oath H
I with I1'8
number two spot, never once in
real danger. The number three
position went to a strong Amherst
contender as Charlie Johnson fell
11-15, 10-15, and 16-18. As for the
rest of the day, it was Trinity's.
Rob Dudley played out a
very tough match, winning in five
games. Scott Friedman put down
his opponent, a real fighter who
refused to give up, in three close
games. Alec Monaghan, Craig
Asche, Andy Vermilye , and Jamie
Webb all triumphed. The final
i standings: 8-1, Trinity over
Amherst.
Led by the stellar play of
squash-men Rick Kermond and
Chris Myers, the Bantam JVs shut
out Amherst's second team 9-0.
The next day they performed
equally well against the Wesleyan
JV, thoroughly dominating them in
all matches.
On Friday the John A. Mason
Round-Robin Squash Tournament
commenced in Ferris Athletic
Center, Trinity playing host to
Colby, Wesleyan, and Bowdoin.
The Bantams' brilliant response to
the challenge resulted in not a
match being lost, as they defeated
Wesleyan on Friday, Colby on
Saturday morning, and Bowdoin oil
Saturday afternoon, all by 9-0
shutouts.
There's not much to say here.
All nine of Trinity's starters: Page
Landsdale, Charlie Wilson, Charlie
Johnson, Scott Friedman, Rob
Dudley Craig Asche, Alec
Monaghan, Andy Vermilye, and
Jamie Webb, performed ex-
tremely well and are to be com-
mended. Trin's triumph over arch-
rival Wesleyan was refreshing, but
Colby didn't offer that much
competition. Bowdoin offered the
stiffest resistance, but in the end
went the way of all the rest.
Trinity looks forward to a tougb
match this coming weekend againsi
Yale. A series of wins like this pasi
John Burchenal on the courts for
Tourney.
week's will encourage them, but
the Ivy Leaguers will be tough.
The team is hard-working, and
supported by such dedicated
people as Captain Andy Storch,
unable to play this season because
of injury, who still devoted his time
the John A. Mason Roand-Rohta
photo by George Young
and experience to the team in
practices, at home, and on the
road.
We are 4-1 and still going
strong. Come on up to Ferris some
time and grab a bench. See you
there.
Charlie Johnson, agile and energetic against Wesleyan.
)OUt » *
icdle of s
a n g *
Tionf3
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photo by George Young
Women Wallop Wesleyan 63-53
by Sue McCarthy Wesleyan, 63-53. The win was the
Saturday, the women's first for the women this season,
basketball team defeated their record now being 1-3, after
losing earlier
Quinnipiac.
in the week to
send i"
ion '•'
,ich **
• was*"
quadtf'
ts
"i
i n " ?
J| "&& sill!
 B dose game with 13:4V left to piny Quinnipiac, bat the
J** guys soon put It out of reach.
Trinity came on strong from the
start. Using their effective man-to-
man press, they "wore the less-
conditioned Wesleyan team do'wn
early in the game. Trinity moved
the ball well against the 2-1-2
defense and with the shooting of
captain Nancy McDermott and the
aggressive inside play of Cindy
Higgins, Lisa Bourget, and Holly
Doremus, Trinity took control of
the game in the first half.
The second half held .a few
surprises, however. Trinity scored
some quick early points, but the
tide changed. Wesleyan shook
Trinity up with their zone press and
drew more fouls than Trinity cared
to give. Trin picked up momentum,
though, when Lanier Drew made
some important steals. The game
was clinched when Nancy
McDermott, with seconds
remaining, went to the foul line
twice and sank four shots.
This week, the women travel to
Conn. College on Tuesday, host
Vassar here on Wednesday at 4:00
p.m., and Sacred Heart on .Friday Cindy HiggSsts goes »p tot tbe ball against Qninalptec.
lost then, but won later In the we
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Swim Squad Dunks Union, Submerges Nichols
The Trinity College Swim
Squad easily disposed of Union
College 59-49 and Nichols College
72-21 this past week in dual meets.
Triri's record goes to 2-0 following
these wins and looks forward to
extending that streak in the weeks
a h e a d .
Last Wednesday Coach "Rabs"
Slaughter led a highly mosaic
squad into the smog of Schenec-
tady, N.Y. to battle the Onions of
Union College. The Ducks were
•paced by double victories from
Capt. Scottie "Den" MacDonald
and soph Mike Hinton. Frosh Scott
Kent Rellly strokes to victory in Men's Swimming meet vs. Nichols
last Saturday. , . .
pnoto by J ohn Leisenring
Bowden, soph Franckie Wobst,
frosh Fritz "the Cat" Eberle, and
junior Kent Reilly assembled the
blocks and propelled themselves to
a big win in the 400 yd. Medley
Relay. Junior Rob Calgi fought to a
second in the 1,000 yd. free before
MacDonald and Reilly swept the
200 yd. free in a great race. Hinton
and Bowden continued the on-
slaught as they flew to a one-two
finish in the 200 yd. I.M. Frosh Joe
"Lenny Adam" mounted the
blocks dripping and melted himself
to an important win in the 50 free to
put Trin ahead 31-12.
Junior Randy Brainard won the
required diving event and Trin was
well on it's way to victory. Eberle
pawed his way through the last lap
of the 200 yd. Fly to salvage a
second. Hinton and Wobst leaped
to a one-three finish in the 100 free
while Bowden and soph Mikie
Elgunise swept the 200 Back.
MacDonald finally put the Onions
out of their misery as he slayed his
opponents in the 500 free to put
Trin on top to stay 58-36. The final
score stood 59-49 and Trinity left to
Hartford with visions of their first
winning season ever in ten years-
On Saturday, the Aardvarks of
Nichols College burrowed into the
Trowbridge Pool for a dual meet.
Trinity won every event on the card
to post an easy 72-21 victory. Trin's
Medley Relay Quartet of Elgunise,
Wobst, Hinton, and MacDonald
Swimmin9 Women Sink Holy Cross
byLfaMcGUl
The women's swim team de-
stroyed Holy Cross in a home meet
Thursday night 73-38. Coach Chet
McPhee said that he was very
pleased with the women's per-
formance. It was a tough meet
because both teams had many
women out with the flu.
The Swimmin' Women swam
away with nine of the fourteen
events. The Bantams started out
very strongly as the 200 yard
medley relay team of Montgomery,
Jones, Mountford and Drew tri-
umphed by 24.9 seconds. A
dazzling performance was turned
in by Sue Vuylsteke in the 500 yard
freestyle, who finished 3 minutes
and 28.6 seconds ahead of her
opponent. Ann Montgomery took a
first in the 50 yard Backstroke and
second in the 100 yard Backstroke,
missing first by only 0.3 seconds.
Coach McPhee was more than
satisfied with Ann's times as they
displayed a great improvement.
Carol Taylor took a first in the
100 yard Butterfly with a time of
1:36.7. Sarah Barrett, Trins ace
diver, brought home 120.40 points
in the required diving event.
Co-Captain, Lanier Drew won the
100 yard individual medley with a
time of 1:20.0. In the 200 yard
Freestyle event, Betsy Green hur-
tled to the finish 1:02.5 minutes
ahead of Holy Cross.
Records were also broken
Thursday night. The 200 yard
Freestyle relay team of Jones,
Mountford, Tomlinson and Drew
finished with a time of 1:52.9,
setting a new college record. Jov
Tomlinson, swimming unofficially
in the 50 yard Butterfly, set a new
record with a time of 30.5 seconds.
Denise Jones,' also swimming
unofficially, set a record of 33.4
seconds for the 50 yard Breast-
stroke.
Liz Carrigan showed great
improvement over her previous
times in the 100 yard Breaststroke.
Liz swam this in 1:28.1, only six
tenths of a second behind Holy
Cross.
The next night to catch Chefs
Chicks in action is Wednesday,
Feb. 1 at 7 p.m. at home. This
should prove to be an exciting
meet. Don't let the season pass
without seeing the swimmin' wo-
men in action.
outdistanced Nichol's unit by 400
yds. Bowden set a new school
record in the 1,000 free of 10:58.7
to win the event; Rich Katzman
took second place. Eberle and Joe
Lenny stroked themselves to a
one-two finish in the 200 free.
Wobst clicked to a win in the 50
free while soph Ted Murphy snared
third. Reilly surged to a win in the
200 I.M. and at this point the mob
in the stands put thumbs down as
Trin was up 34-5.
Brainard picked up the first of
his diving double as he outpointed
his Aardvark opponent. Calgi prim-
ed himself to a win in the 100 Free
while Elgunise stroked gently to a
personal best time in the 200 Back
of 2:14.3. Katzman charged to a
win in the 500 free to put the score
55-15. The 200 Breastroke proved
the most exciting race of the day.
Murphy and his opponent played
with each other for 175 yds. before
Murphy turned it on in the end to
win in a personal best time of
2:39.7. Brainard took the optional
diving throwing in many difficult
dives.
Trinity won the final event on
the card, the 400 yd. Free Relay, as
cont. on p. 13
Carol Taylor primed and ready for the starter's gun as Chefs Chicks
conquered Holy Cross on Thursday. , photo by Brian Thomas.
Trinity Wrestlers Upend UHart
For First Time Ever
five years. Jim Whelan, wrestling
on a painful right elbow,-scame
from behind to pick up a pm ^
six big team points. ,
Chip Meyers won by a iot»n<
and Justin Maccarone scored on
fast paced 8-5 decision. In addition.
his opponent was disqualified or
unruly tactics, infractions whicn
the team's legal counsel,
 : 1W.
Albin, was quick to bring to
referee's attention. _
The Bantams lost the next wo
matches, but John aBrien won b
a single point in another crucia
decision. Trinity again lost two «oa
row, and the match came-down^
the last two weight classes,
powerful upperweights v. .
Brooks and Brian ODonoh.
came through with the> victor, s
which sent the Bantam bench*"
spontaneous and jubilant appla«
For the second match of the W-
meet against Amherst, Jrinu
came out in good spirits, but lost
13 point team decision to
traditional powerhouse.
Bantam points came on a i°
given Whelan, a 44 tie t>y
captain Meyers, followedJ*
another fine Connor Seabrook w£
Chief Mosca also came up wiw
first stellar match of the year-
by Louis B. Meyers
It was a busy week for the
varsity wrestling team as it swung
into the heaviest part of its
schedule. While the squad suffered
a pair of defeats at the hands of
Western New England and
Amherst, its moment of glory came
when, for the first time in Trinity
wrestling history, the Bantam
grapplers downed the UHart
Huskies.
Tuesday night Trinity travelled
to Springfield, Mass, where they
met and lost to a vastly improved
Western New England College
team. Trinity's chances were
dampened two days prior to the
match when freshman Jim Whelan
was injured, so they had to forfeit.
Chip Meyers lost 4-2 at 126 lbs.,
but this was followed by two superb
performances from freshman Justin
Maccarone and sophomore
Connor Seabrook. Maccarone had
the crowd on its feet as he wrestled
WNE's captain to an 11-11 tie.
Seabrook displayed his flexible
versatility as he won at 142 lbs. The
Bantams had to wait for its next
points until Dave Brooks and Brian
O'Donoghue triumphed in the last
matches.
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Trinity took to the mat
Saturday before its largest home
crowd of the season determined to
defeat a UHart team which had
Trinity's schedule this•
TV match vs. S P r * 8 ^ wonday;
wrestling room, at 4:W J»
and Saturday an sway m
